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ABSTRACT 
i 
Systems were developed f o r  unloading two lunar surface mobil’e 
laboratory (MOLAB) configurations from the LEM truck (LEM/T) to 
the lunar surface.  The MOLAB configurations used were a four wheel 
and a six wheel semiarticulated vehicle. P r e f e r r e d  unloading systems 
and al ternates  having varying degrees of azimuth capability were  devel- 
oped for  each of the two vehicles. The azimuth capabilities consider d 
were; 1 )  single fixed direction 2 )  two directions (18Oo0apart) 3) + 45  
f rom the vehicles longitudinal centerline and 4) 0-360 multiaziGuth. 
Weights of each of the unloading systems a r e  given. 
u ra l  systems for  securing the MOLAB vehicles to the LEM/T f rom 
launch to lunar landing were developed. 
% 
In addition, s t ruc t -  
The weights of these sys tems 
are also given. 
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NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS 
Definitions of structural  load terminology used in this report  
are given below: 
e 
e 
e 
e 
0 
Q 
Z 
I 
W 
A 
r 
b 
K, c 
Mmax 
Limit Load - Limit load is the maximum load calculated to  
be experienced by the structure under the specified conditions 
of operation. 
Design Load - 
by the required factor of safety. 
The design load is the limit load multiplied 
Load Fac tor  
multiplied to obtain the equivalent static effect of dynamic 
loads. 
- The factor by which steady state loads a r e  
Factor  of Safety 
of the cr i ter ion load or  s t ress  to the limit load o r  s t ress .  
- The factor of safety is defined as the ratio 
Margin of Safety - Indicates the percentage by which the 
strength of a member  exceeds the design load. 
The symbols used in this report  a r e  defined as  follows: 
3 = Static Moment of Cross  Sectional Area  - (inches) 
= Section Modulus - (inches) 
= Plane Moment of Inertia - (inches) 
= Weight - pounds/foot 
= Cross  Sectional Area - (Inches) 
= Radius of gyration -inches 
= Thickness or height of member - inches 
= Torsional factors'" dependent upon the fo rm and dimensions 
3 
4 
2 
of c r o s s  section 
= Maximum Moment (ultimate) - inch pounds 
ix 
Pmax 
Vmax 
T max 
f b 
fa 
*S 
Fb 
Fa 
FS 
M. S. 
Ksi 
Maximum Axial Load (ultimate) - pounds 
Maximum Shearing Load (ultimate) - pounds 
Maximum Twisting Moment (ultimate) - inch pounds 
Calculated Bending St ress  - pounds/ (inches)2 
Calculated Axial S t ress  - pounds/ (inches)2 
Calculated Plane o r  Torsional Shear S t ress  - pounds/ (inches) 2 
Allowable Bending Stress  - pounds/ (inches) 2 
Allowable Axial S t ress  - pounds/(inches) 2 
Allowable Shear S t ress  - pounds/ (inches) 2 
Pounds x 10 3 per  square inch 
Margin of Safety 
::Superscript notations a r e  used to indicate references contained in 
Section 13. 0 of this report. . 
X 
f + 
SUMMARY 
Unloading and tiedown systems have been developed for  the 
remote control unloading of MOLAB'from the LEM/Truck to  the lunar 
surface and for  securing MOLAB to the LEM/Truck. 
MOLAB configurations were considered: (1) a four wheel vehicle, and 
(2)  a six wheel semiarticulated vehicle. Four  types of unloading sys-  
tems,  having varying azimuth capabilities, were  developed including: 
(1) single fixed direction, (2)  two directions (180' apart) ,  ( 3 )  Oo to t45O 
azimuth and (4) full o r  360° azimuth. 
Two specific 
- 
Sufficient analyses were performed to insure;  (1) adequate 
s t ructural  integrity of the unloading and tiedown systems, (2 )  MOLAB 
and LEM/Truck stability during the unloading cycle, ( 3 )  MOLAB c lea r -  
ance of the LEM/Truck throughout the unloading cycle and (4) the 
selected t r ack  length permitted unloading, considering the LEM/ Truck 
cargo deck height and the estimated lunar surface slopes and protuber- 
ances.  
stability for  MOLAB and the LEM/Truck. Track  length is a l so  ex- 
pressed  i n  o general  equation which can be used to readily calculate 
new t r ack  lengths as required by system design changes. 
Parameter studies are  included which allow establishing 
The recommended full or 360° azimuth unloading systems in- 
cluded extendable chassis  tracks and turntables for azimuth positioning. 
The LEM/ Truck exhibited negative stability margins when boom systems 
(mounted to  the LEM/Truck) were used to  unload MOLAB. 
The unloading equipment weight for  the recommended concepts 
var ied f rom approximately 400 pounds for  the full azimuth systems 
to  250 pounds for  the one direction unloading system. 
weight savings were realized for the 0' to t 4 5 O  azimuth unloading 
systems,  versus  the full o r  360° azimuth systems. 
f o r  unloading systems with varying azimuth capability may be com- 
pared with the weight penalties associated with other MOLAB subsys- 
tems. 
des i red  for  a specific AES mission. 
No significant 
The weight penalty 
A trade-off study will be required to select  the unloading system 
The unloading system weight may be decreased and the unloading 
operation made more  reliable i f  modifications to  the LEM/ Truck were  
permissible.  
The unloading event requires the successful and sequential operation 
of many independent explosive devices. 
should be evaluated in  order to establish confidence levels and con- 
current ly  introduce de sign improvements where nece s sary  . 
The modifications a r e  discussed briefly in  the report. 
The reliability of the system 
SECTION 1.0 
INTRODUCTION . 
Both NASA and industry have developed conceptual designs 
of manned lunar mobile laborator'ies (MOLAB) as a means of extending 
Apollo mission surface stay-time up to fourteen (14) days. In accord-  
ance with the Apollo Extension Systems (AES) mission requirements, 
one o r  more MOLAB vehicles will be delivered to  the lunar surface 
f rom lunar orbit  by the LEM/Truck (LEM/T), a vehicle derived f rom 
the two-stage Apollo Lunar Excursion Module , After the lunar landing 
is accomplished the MOLAB must be remotely unloaded f rom the LEM/ 
Truck  to the lunar surface. 
The purpose of the task  reported herein is to provide 
several  systems f o r  remotely unloading the MOLAB payload of the 
AES mission. The unloading system concepts were tailored t o  two 
specific MOLAB configurations. The design effort was directed at 
evolving practicable mechanisms and s t ructure  for  unloading the two 
MOLAB vehicles. 
In addition to the unloading systems, s t ructural  tiedown 
systems which a re  compatible with the unloading system and which 
will adequately support the payload on the LEM/Truck during launch, 
cislunar flight and lunar landing, a r e  presented, The command and 
control equipment required for the remote operation of the unloading 
systems was not within the scope of the study. 
. 
I SECTION 2.0 
OBJECTIVES 
The pr imary objectives of the study presented herein were: 
e To develop and define conceptual designs of s t ructural  and 
mechanical systems for  unloading the two MOLAB configura- 
tions discussed in  Sections 3. 1 and 3.2 f rom the LEM/T. 
e To determine the weight penalties associated with MOLAB 
unloading systems capable of unloading the vehicles f rom the 
LEM/T in  a single fixed direction, in two directions (180° 
apart) ,  within t45’ of the vehicles forward facing position 
and in  any position f rom 0 - 360° (variable azimuth), 
- 
0 To develop tiedown systems (capable of transmitting the 
MOLAB inertia loads into the LEM/T primary structure) 
which are  compatible with the unloading systems presented. 
e To define the unloading sequence to be followed for each sys -  
tem. 
e To recommend those concepts which appear to be the most 
practicable and desirable approach to the MOLAB unloading 
requirement. 
e To perform sufficient analyses to insure,  (1) adequate s t ruc-  
tural  integrity of the  unloading systems, ( 2 )  MOLAB vehicle 
and LEM/T unloading stability, (3 )  MOLAB clearance of the 
LEM/T throughout the unloading cycle, and (4) the selected 
t rack  length permitted unloading, considering the LEM/ T 
cargo deck height and the estimated lunar surface slope design 
r equi r e  ment s . 
3 
. 
SECTION 3.0 
AES PAYLOAD CONFIGURATIONS 
CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY 
For  the purpose of this study two MOLAB configurations have 
been considered, i. e . ,  a four wheel vehicle2 and a six wheel semi- 
articulated vehicle3. 
study t o  define a vehicle conceptual design. 
of this study was to  develop only the unloading and tiedown systems 
which may be used with the two vehicles considered. 
No effort  was expended in  the course of t h i s  
To reiterate, the purpose 
3.1 FOUR WHEEL VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
The four wheel vehicle concept2 used in  this study is shown 
in  Figure 3-1. 
tended to  the operational position during the unloading process.  
The wheels a r e  folded for  lunar shipment and are ex- 
The wheels are  flexible and a r e  compressed fo r  lunar ship- 
ment. It w a s  assumed in  this study that the four wheels are  supported 
by the MOLAB i n  the up and locked position and do not require wheel 
platforms for  lunar shipment. 
use of chassis t r ack  systems for  vehicle unloading. 
This assumption permitted the exclusive 
A major  design constraint for  unloading MOLAB f rom the 
LEM/T deck i s  the clearance f rom the deck to  the bottom of the vehicle 
chassis members. 
inches. 
3-1 to define the vehicle configuration used in  this study. 
This clearance is shown in Figure 3-1, as eight 
Other pertinent vehicle  dimensions have been added in  Figure 
3.2 SIX WHEEL SEMIARTICULATED VEHICLE 
. 
This vehicle consists of a cabin mounted on four flexible wheels 
through an independent suspension system, and a semiarticulated trailer 
mounted on two flexible wheels. The cabin provides housing, life sup- 
port  and environmental control for two astronauts,  space f o r  scientific 
equipment, etc. The t r a i l e r  ca r r i e s  the cryogenic tanks, fuel cells ,  
batteries,  etc.  
LEM/T is shown in Figure 3 - 2 .  Figure 3-2 was constructed f r o m  
information cOntained in  Reference 3. 
An outline of the vehicle i n  the stowed position on the 
4 
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The t ra i le r  is pulled forward i n  the stowed position. 
resul t  the t ra i le r  wheels and the r e a r  wheels of the crew compartment 
section a r e  compressed a s  shown in  Figure 3-2. In addition, the for- 
ward crew compartment section wheels a r e  toed-in to f i t  within the 
payload envelope. The t ra i le r  is  extended to i t s  normal operating 
position and the forward wheels a re  straightened during the initial 
phase of the unloading operation. 
As a 
Figure 3-2  a l so  shows that the vehicle virtually occupies the 
ent i re  payload envelope, allowing only three  (3) inches under the wheels 
for unloading s t ructure ,  no space above, and very limited space at the 
front and rear of the vehicle. 
Several  unloading and tiedown concepts have been developed 
These a r e  presented in  Section 9 of this report. 
for t h i s  vehicle configuration which f i t  within the payload envelope 
restrictions.  
I ’  
I 
b 
9 
SECTION 4 .0  
RESTRAINTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The following Restraints and Assumptions, applicable to the 
overall scope of the tiedown and unloading study, are presented in  this 
section. 
RESTRAINTS 
o The LEM/T vehicle will be used to deliver the AES payload to 
the lunar surface f rom lunar orbit. 
0 The payload will be remotely unloaded f rom the LEM/T deck 
shortly after the lunar landing is completed. However in  the 
event of remote unloading mode failure, the payload dormant 
period on the lunar surface can be up to six months. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
The power required to unload the vehicle will be available 
either f r o m  the LEM/T or  the MOLAB vehicle secondary 
power supply. 
An adequate communications system i s  available to complete 
the functions necessary for  remote control unloading. 
Engineering technology will be sufficiently advanced to  permi t  
the use of bearings, hinges, cable-pulley dr ives  and simiiar 
mechanical devices in the lunar near-vacuum .environment. 
The landed LEM/T will have a fixed weight of 5, 010 pounds, 
composed of 4, 920 pounds iner t  weight plus 90 pounds of trapped 
propellants. 
I , 
SECTION 5.0 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
The design requirements for the unloading and tiedown system 
a r e  categorized a s  
0 General Requirements 
0 Environmental Requirements 
0 St ruc tur  a1 Requirements 
0 Electronic Sub s y s tem Requi r ement s 
The electronic subsystem has been presented in  a previous r e -  
port4 and wil l  not be further discussed in  this report. 
5. 1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
5.1. 1 
f o r  simplicity and for  attaining the reliability value which wil l  eventually 
be assigned to  this subsystem as a resul t  of overall MOLAB reliability 
studies. 
The design of the unloading and tiedown sys tem should s t r ive 
5.1.2 
i n  the unloading and tiedown equipment design. 
fo r  material selection are rigidity, strength, inhibiting of corrosion, 
wear,  etc. 
gradients, extremely low temperatures, solar radiation and microme- 
teor i te  bombardment which must be considered before a f ina l  mater ia l  
choice can be made. 
Careful attention shall be paid to the mater ia ls  selected for  use 
The usual requirements 
The lunar environment will, in addition, pose severe thermal  
5.1.3 
horizontal a maximum of 18O after landing on the lunar surface. The 
1 8 O  angle5 includes the integrated effects of a 24 inch high rock, 2 5  
inch maximum lander leg deflection and maximum lunar slopes of 5O.  
The plane of the LEM/T cargo deck may be inclined f rom the 
5. 1 . 4  
sustaining hoisting loads for vehicle unloading f rom the LEM/T to the 
lunar surface, 
The MOLAB docking adapter may be considered capable of 
L 
11 
5. 1. 5 
be within 2. 5 inches of the AES payload vertical  centerline and between 
LEM stations 232 to  246. 
LE-M staticn 233. 
The MOLAB center of gravity during shipment is assumed t o  
The LEM/T cargo deck is assumed t o  be at 
5. 1. 6 
bac’kup capab’ilityfbr manual unloading should a failure occur in  the 
remote command link o r  power supply (not i n  the MOLAB primary 
power supply). 
5.1.7 
flight a r e  excluded f r o m  consideration in  this study. 6 
Remote control automated unloading will be required with a 
Devices fo r  effecting vehicle unloading by means of powered 
5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
5.2.1 
tected to  withstand the translunar and lunar environments7 including 
the six month dormant period. This requirement a l so  applies to all 
unloading components installed on the LEM/ T. Specifically, radiation, 
thermal  and micrometeorite protection shall  be provided for  all unload- 
ing components. 
A l l  components used i n  the unloading operation shall be pro-  
5.2.2 The character is t ics  of the lunar surface7, including 5 O  lunar 
slopes, 24 inch high rocks and the lunar soi l  bearing strength shall  be 
Considered i n  the unloading operation. 
5 . 3  STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
5 .3 .  1 All  loadings, including dynamic effects, shall  be considered in 
the design of the unloading and tiedown systems. The events of in te res t  
include; handling and transportation on Earth,  erection and mating to  
the launch vehicle, launch, cislunar t ransi t ,  midcourse docking loads, 
acquisition of lunar orbit, lunar descent and landing, and unloading 
operations. 
5. 3 . 2  
not occur a t  1. 1 times limit load, 
Structural yielding,detrimental to  compatnent function shal l  
5.3. 3 The unloading s t ructure  shall not fail at 1 . 4  times limit load. 7 
. 
4 
5, 3 . 4  
associated with the unloading operation. 
A dynamic load fac tor  of 1. 3 shall  be used for  all s t ruc tures  
4 
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SECTION 6 .0  
DESIGN APPROACH AND SELECTION CRITERIA 
Figure 6-1 i l lustrates  the task methodology used in  this study. 
The design approach consisted of establishing design requirements,  
sys tem restraints ,  and assumptions. System analysis and synthesis 
resulted in  preliminary concepts which were evaluated by the selection 
c r i te r ia  and by integration analyses t o  establish acceptable concepts 
for  the unloading equipment, packaging of unloading equipment and tie- 
down configurations.. The selected concepts were fur ther  analyzed fo r  
strength, rigidity and finally weight data. 
whereby the concepts were again compared with the selection c r i te r ia  
before finally selecting the concepts which most  closely fulfilled the 
de sign cr i ter ia .  
An i terat ion loop is shown 
The preliminary concepts and design analyses included the 
effect of the unloading and tiedown system interfaces.  
(3)  the lunar  surface and (4) the remote control communications equip- 
ment. Three command and control stations a r e  shown; Earth,  Apollo 
Command Module and the LEM on the lunar surface. 
exerc ise  remote control of MOLAB, via the communication equipment 
interface,  and direct  the unloading operation f rom the LEM/T to  the 
lunar surface. 
The interfaces  
b considered were;  (1) LEM/T, (2) AES Payload Envelope, 
The three stations 
Of the five selection cr i ter ia  shown, only minimum weight was 
quantitatively established by this study. A qualitative analysis was used 
t o  evaluate minimum development and testing costs ,  system simplicity 
of operation, sys t em versati l i ty and sys tem reliability. This qualitative 
analysis  of the items aided in accounting for  the features  a n  acceptable 
concept should have. 
A schematic breakdown of the unloading and tiedown design 
t a sk  is shown in  Figure 6-2. 
namely, the four wheel and the six wheel semiarticulated configurations. 
Unloading and tiedown systems were devised for each vehicle. 
four  types of unloading systems considered included: single direction 
unloading, two direction unloading (1 80° apart) ,  par t ia l  azimuth unload- 
ing capability from Oo to t45O and finally 360° azimuth unloading. 
Weights were establ ishedfor  each system to aid in  evaluating the weight 
penalty involved fo r  the varying degrees of azimuth capabilities. Finally, 
unloading systems were chosen and recommended for each vehicle and 
f o r  each level of azimuth capability. 
Two basic MOLAB vehicles a r e  shown, 
The 
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SECTION 7 .0  
INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS 
The four interfaces requiring study for  the unloading of the 
MOLAB are :  
0 AES Payload Envelope/ Unloading Equipment Interface 
0 LEM/ T/MOLAB Interface 
0 Lunar Surface/Unloading Track  Interface 
Telecommunications and Control Interface 
The interfaces a r e  further discussed below. 
, 
Interface relationships have been briefly discussed in  Section 
6.0 and i l lustrated in  Figure 6-1. 
7.1 AES PAYLOAD ENVELOPE/UNLOADING EQUIPMENT INTER- 
FACE 
The AES Payload Evenlope is shown in Figure 7-1. 
ing equipment must f i t  inside of the specified AES payload envelope. The 
four scallops of 100.0 inch radius are a payload envelope clearance 
constraint. The scallops provide the blast  paths for  the attitude control 
engines located on the LEM/T. 
is aeaumed to  be constant over the height of the payload envelope. 
The unload- 
The blast  path clearance requirement 
7.2 LEM/ T/MOLAB INTERFACE 
The LEM/T configuration used in  this study is shown in Figure 
7-2. The unloading equipment w a s  considered as par t  of the MOLAB 
payload rather  than a par t  of the LEM/T. 
ing equipment may be tied and secured to the LEM/T anywhere along 
the la t ter ' s  c r o s s  beams. Straddling of the c ros s  beams with s t ruc -  
tu ra l  members  i s  a l so  permitted provided no interference exis ts  with 
LEM/T components, e. g. , propellant tanks, The specific LEM/T 
fea tures  requiring consideration i n  this study include: 
The MOLAB and the unload- 
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0 The attitude of the cargo deck af te r  landing on the lunar surface. 
0 Clearances for  MOLAB, during the unloading operation, of the 
LEM/T legs and attitude control engines. 
0 Stability during the unloading operation. 
0 Leg deflections f rom 0 to 25 inches. 
0 An umbilical cable which will be required if the iner t ia l  
measuring unit (IMU) i s  located in the docking adapter a r e a  
of MOLAB rather  than on the LEM/T. 
be disconnected before unloading. 
This cable must  then 
7.3 LUNAR SURFACE /UNLOADING TRACK INTERFACE 
The character is t ics  of the lunar soil  were  uncertain at the time 
The maximum lunar slope in  the landing a r e a  was assumed of this study, 
to  be 5' and the maximum protuberance height was  assumed to  be 24 
inches. Itwas assumed that the l u n a r  soil  possesses  sufficient bearing 
strength to support the unloading tracks during the unloading operation. 
7.4 TELECOMMUNICATION AND CONTROL INTERFACES 
The communication requirements for remote control of the 
unloading operation have been thoroughly explored and reported in  a 
previous study4 and will not be further discussed in  this report .  The 
remote control stations a s  shown in Figure 6-1 include Earth,  Apollo 
Command Module and the LEM on the lunar surface. 
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SECTION 8.0  
PARAMETRIC STUDIES 
In conducting a study of the type being presented here ,  an in- 
vestigation of the various parameters  influencing the design is necessary.  
It is fur ther  considered necessary to determine the effect varying one or 
more  of these parameters may have on a particular system, so that the 
various ' 'trade-offs' ' may be compared. 
This section presents  data indicating the resul t  of varying the 
range of values for  the major  parameters .  
8. 1 PAYLOAD STABILITY 
Payload stability is defined as the maximum angle through 
which a body may be rotated with respect to  its instant center  and remain 
stable. 
The equation given below relates  the maximum tipping angle 8 
and the coordinates of the body center of gravity (or  resultant of forces  
acting on the body) with respect to  the instant center. 
-1 x 
Y 
8 = t a n  - 
where X = Horizontal distance f rom instant center  to  center 
of gravity 
Y = Vertical distance f rom instant center to  center of 
gravity 
The value of 8 thus obtained, represents  a case  of static marginal stability. 
An unloading system design should therefore limit the maximum tipping 
angle to something l e s s  than the value of 0 obtained. 
8.2 LEM/T - MOLAB STABILITY 
The LEM/T-MOLAB stability is of particular in te res t  i n  the 
case  of boom unloading, o r  when unloading on lunar slopes. Boom type 
unloading is considered to be that in  which a boom, o r  other mechanism 
which is attached to the LEM/T,  ra i ses  the MOLAB f rom the LEM/T,  
swings the MOLAB vehicle away f rom the LEM/T and then lowers it t o  
the lunar surface. In this operation the combined cg of the LEM/T and 
2 4  
c 
~8 
MOLAB will shift  towardthe axis of rotation. Considering the LEM/T to be 
resting on a horizontal surface, the axis of rotation is a line through 
the point of contact of the LEM/T leg and lunar sur face ,  in  a direction 
normal  to  the plane formed by vertical lines through the cg's of the 
LEM/T and MOLAB (see Figure 8- la) .  
orientation of the axis of rotation may vary throughout the boom effected 
unloading cycle as a result  of MOLAB cg movement. 
Note that the position and 
In the case of t rack  unloading the shift of resultant forces is of 
pr ime interest  ra ther  than the overall cg shift. 
is  determined i n  the same manner, except that applied forces  a r e  used 
in  lieu of the MOLAB weight (see Figure 8-lb).  
The axis of rotation 
To determine the coordinates (with respect to  the axis of rotation) 
-of the shifted cg o r  resultant applied force the following equations may 
be used; 
Weight of LEM/ T 
Resultant Force o r  Weight of MOLAB on LEM/T t r ack  o r  
boom su2port point 
- 
' F V  
XT, Xv, YT,  Y v  - Coordinates shown in  Figure 8- i 
Using the coordinates X and Y calculated f r o m  the a b x e  equations 
and  those given in  Section 8. 1, the maximum lunar slope, on which a 
vehicle may be safely unloaded can be determined. 
%.* 3 TRACKLENGTH 
The length of t rack  used to  unload a vehicle f rom the LEM/T will 
be influenced, i n  part ,  by the parameters discussed in  Sections 8. 1 and 
8.2.  
a l s o  influence t rack  length, 
In addition, the geometric parameters  shown in Figure 8-2 will 
Due to the many variables involved here  a nomograph was not 
constructed. However, the track length, expressed in  equation form, 
and the nomenclature a r e  given in  Figure 8-2.  
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I '  
I .  
TRACK PIVOT POINT 
H = h/cos d 
h = Vertical distance f rom ground level to  t rack  pivot whenY = 0 
A = Perpendicular distance f r o m  LEM/ Truck vertical  centerline to 
AX, 
A 
D = Distance f rom pivot point to break in ground slope when Y = 0 
B 
Y = Inclination of LEM/Truck bed f rom horizontal 
t rack pivot point 
AY = Change in  coordinates of pivot point 
= Track inclination from horizontal 
= Ground inclination f r o m  horizontal 
H - t  A Y = H - t - A s i n  Y A Y = A s i n  Y ,  A X = A ( ~ - C O S Y ) ,  C =  
tan X tan X 
UNLOADING TRACK LENGTHS 
FIGURE 8 - 2  
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8.4 RELATIVE BENDING AND TORSIONAL EFFICIENCIES 
O F  BEAM CROSS SECTIONS 
The major  portion of the weight attributed to  the unloading 
and tiedown systems i s  a resul t  of s t ructural  considerations. It is there-  
fore ,  desirable t o  utilize s t ructural  members  having c ross  sections which 
display a high strength to  weight ra t io  fo r  the major loading conditions 
such as bending, torsion and axial tension o r  compression. 
of course,  other considerations entering into the selection of member 
c ros s  'sections, i-. e. , compatibility with basic geometry constraints, 
p r imary  loading condition (bending or  torsion) and the auxiliary functions 
for  which a s t ructural  member may be used, 
There  a r e ,  
However, to obtain a qualitative estimate of the s t ructural  
efficiencies of member c ros s  sections, which may o r  may not be used 
in  subsequent sections of this, or  other reports,  Table 8-1 is included. 
This Table is based on information contained in  Reference 8. 
Using a channel a s  a base line, the relative bending and 
torsional resistance of four equal a r e a  c r o s s  sectional shapes a r e  
compared, Since the shapes a r e  compared on a n  equal a r e a  basis,  it 
follows that they a r e  a l so  compared on a n  equal weight basis. 
. 
TABLE 8-1 
* 
TYPICAL CROSS SECTIONAL PROPERTIES SHOWING 
RELATIVE BENDING AND TORSIONAL RESISTANCES 
1 
ELEMENT 1 2 3 4 
BENDING -1 .0  . 838 . 872 . 635 
RESISTANCE 
TORSIONAL 1 . 0  . 6 3  45.33 17. 0 
RES1 S TAN CE 
1 2 3 4 
NOTE: This data was abstracted f rom Reference 8. 
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SECTION 9.0  
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The unloading and tiedown concepts developed in  this study will 
be presented in  this section. As outlinedin Figure 6-2  unloading concepts 
have been developed f o r  the four wheel and the six wheel semiarticulated 
MOLAB vehicles with varying degrees of azimuth capabilities. 
salient features of each concept will a l so  be discussed. 
sequence is briefly outlined fo r  each concept considered. 
for the unloading and tiedown equipment a r e  presented in Section 10. 0 
along with pertinent design analyses. 
The 
The unloading 
The weights 
9. 1 UNLOADING SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS 
A numbering system is used to  identify the unloading and tie- 
down system concepts established in  this study. 
"4" o r  "6" to distinguish the 4 wheel vehicle f rom the 6 wheel semi- 
articulated vehicle, followed by a le t ter  which establishes the azimuth 
capability of the unloading system. 
The f i r s t  digit is e i ther  
. 
A - Single Fixed Direction Unloading Systems 
B - Two-Direction (1 80° Apart)  Unloading Systems 
C - Oo to - t45' Azimuth Unloading Systems 
D - 360° Azimuth Unloading Systems 
The third and las t  digits a r e  assigned to differentiate between systems 
having similar capabilities. 
to unloading systems, developed for  the four wheel vehicle, having full  
o r  360' azimuth capability. 
and -2 is a n  optional system having similar capabilities. 
F o r  example 4D-1 and 4D-2 would refer 
The prefer red  sys tem is indicated by -1 
9. 2 FOUR WHEEL VEHICLE UNLOADING SYSTEMS 
Unloading and tiedown concepts have been developed fo r  this 
vehicle in previous studies4 as  shown in F igure  3-1. 
of the unloading system include chassis  t racks  for vehicle deployment, 
full  360° azimuth capability, single lunar surface contact point t r ack  
f o r  minimizing twisting due to uneven lunar surface contact, tilting 
Salient features  
* I  
+ 
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t racks requiring minimum vehicle clearances,  cable unloading with 
supplementary power and a four point t r u s s  tiedown for the vehicle. 
The four types of unloading systems developed in  this study 
for the 4 wheel vehicle include single or  fixed direction systems, two 
direction f180° apar t )  systems, 00 to  +45O azimuth systems and full 
360° systems. The tiedown strut  system for  the vehicle i s  unchanged 
for all the unloading concepts presented in this report .  Eight s t ru ts  
a r e  used in  four pairs  to  secure the MOLAB to the LEM/T c ross  beams. 
The s t ruts  a r e  bolted to the vehicle chassis  fitting at four common points. 
The chassis s t ru t  connection utilizes explosive bolts to permit  vehicle 
unloading. 
Chassis t racks a r e  used exclusively for  all of the unloading 
concepts presented for the 4 wheel vehicle. 
azimuth positioning utilizing either intermittent rol ler  support or full 
integral  turntable bearings. 
Turntables a r e  used fo r  
9.2.1 UNLOADING SEQUENCE 
The unloading sequence applicable to  a l l  four wheel vehicle 
unloading concepts will be briefly outlined. 
a particular concept will be noted in  the section of the report  describing 
the concept. After landing on the moon the MOLAB will be immediately 
unloaded. This operation will be remotely controlled by the Ear th  station. 
The sequence of the unloading operation using the 360° azimuth position- 
ing system shown i n  Figure 9-3 i s  as  follows: 
The sequences peculiar to 
0 MOLAB antennas a r e  erected to allow receipt of ear th  signals 
fo r  direction of unloading operation. 
9 The eight s t ruts  securing MOLAB to the LEM/T a r e  f reed 
by blowing explosive bolts a t  the four vehicle chassis fittings. 
The s t ruts  will then swing freely to the LEM/T platform. 
0 MOLAB will then drop 1 / 4  inch; engaging the four chassis 
mounted rol lers  with the LEM/T mounted chassis  tracks.  
MOLAB i s  now f ree  to rotate with the turntable. 
0 A cable-pulley drive system is used to unfold and extend the 
chassis  tracks.  The t racks a r e  kept in  a horizontal position 
to provide a known distance reference to  
positioning of the vehicle for  the desired 
a id  in azimuth 
unloading direction. 
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0 The turntable wheel motor drive is engaged and with the aid 
of s te reo  T V  cameras  the unloading direction is  selected. 
0 The chassis t racks a r e  f reed  f rom the LEM/T bed and allowed 
t o  pivot by the deployment of four explosive bolts. 
0 The flexible cable for  the wheel motor drive and umbilical 
cable between the docking adapter and the LEM/T are ex- 
p l  o s ive 1 y di s c onne c t e d. 
0 The cable-pulley system is again actuated and pulls the MOLAB 
off the LEM/T. 
when the MOLAB cg is past  the t r ack  pivot point. 
inclination of the t racks  is controlled by a cable-tension r ee l  
system. 
This action will incline the chassis  t racks  
Fur the r  
0 F o r  continued MOLAB descent the cable pulley system will 
a c t  as a brake to  permit  controlled unloading. 
0 After t rack inclination the front wheels of the MOLAB are 
unlocked and the wheels a r e  rotated to their  operational 
position and locked. 
0 The descent of MOLAB continues until the front wheels touch 
the lunar surface, 
0 After the front wheels contact the lunar surface the rear wheels 
of MOLAB a r e  unfolded in  the same manner as indicated for  the 
front wheels. 
0 The unloading cable is explosively disconnected af ter  the rear 
wheels contact the lunar surface. MOLAB is free now to be 
driven a safe distance f rom the LEM/T and prepared fo r  its 
six month dormant period. 
9.2.2 SINGLE DIRECTION UNLOADING SYSTEMS 
, 
. 
. 
The single direction unloading sys tems are  shown in  Figures  
9-1 and 9 .2 .  The overhead t rack  system 4A-1, shown in Figure 9-1, is 
recommended for  single direction unloading. The folding t r ack  system, 
4A-2, shown in Figure 9-2 has several  advantages, however, the t racks  
do not f i t  into the AES payload envelope without minor modifications to  
the four wheel vehicle. The folding t racks  can be pushed into the extended 
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position by the vehicle in the event the t racks  do not readily deploy. 
overhead t r ack  system must c lear  the docking adapter s t ructure  before 
deployment and cannot be as readily pushed into the extended position. 
The 
. 
In order  to c lear  all of the LEM/T structure  during unloading, 
a pivot point for the chassis  t racks  is shown located 120 inches f r o m  the 
LEM/T centerline. A t rack  length of 240 inches f r o m  the pivot permits  
MOLAB unloading without exceeding a 4 5 O  t r ack  inclination angle (pitch 
stability angle). 
Both the folding and overhead t racks a r e  extended by a cable- 
pulley system. 
9-1 and 9-2. 
MOLAB and the same winch is used to extend the tracks,  tow MOLAB 
off the LEM/T and brake the vehicle descent down the tracks.  
of the vehicle mounted winch will allow the winch to be used for  lunar 
operations during the mission operational phase. 
The kinematics of track extensionareshown in  Figures  
The winch for the cable is mounted to the rear of the 
The use 
The pivot point for  the tracks is secured to  the LEM/T c r o s s  
is folded to  f i t  within the AES payload envelope as shown in Figure 9 - 1 .  
The folded section of the pivot beam is extended with the t racks during 
the unloading operation. 
T-section flange of the LEM/T cross  beams. 
which will not support flexure loads during unloading a spring lock ba r  
is  shown for  carrying the t rack tension during flexure loading. 
* beams through the use of a pivot beam. During shipment the pivot beam 
The fixed end of the pivot beam is bolted to  the 
F o r  t rack  hinge joints 
F o r  lunar shipment the bottom horizontal sections of the 
To allow t rack  chass i s  t racks a r e  bolted to LEM/T c ross  beams. 
inclinations during unloading the bolts are  explosively deployed. The 
t r acks  a r e  then f ree  to pivot about the pivot point when the MOLAB is 
towed off the lander by the winch. 
With the use of the single point contact track design a honey- 
comb pad may be used to control track impact accelerations. 
desirable mechanism to control the t r ack  tilting velocities is the cable- 
tension r ee l  shown. 
tilting velocities and impact accelerations independently of the 
character is t ics  of the lunar terrain. 
A more  
This device may be designed to  control t rack  
Lateral  members  a r e  used in the t rack  construction to con- 
This feature will permit a more  stable roll  attitude for  the 
s t r a in  the unloading tracks f rom twisting and separating during MOLAB 
unloading. 
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MOLAB during the unloading process. The unloading sequence given 
in  Section 9.2. 1 applies for  this type of unloading sys tem excepting 
for  the azimuth positioning on the turntable, which is  nonexistent for  
this system. 
9 .2 .3  TWO DIRECTION (180° Apart) UNLOADING SYSTEM 
The two direction unloading systems a re  presented in  Figures  
9-1 and 9-2. The 4B-1 system shown in Figure 9-1 has a n  overhead 
t r ack  section common to  t racks  used for deployment in either direction. 
To allow deployment in  either direction one t r ack  connection and cable 
must  be explosively disconnected a s  noted in  Figure 9-1. The vertical  
t r ack  section not used for unloading is spring loaded to swing away, 
when freed, to prevent damaging MOLAB. The 4B-2 sys tem shown 
in Figure 9-2 utilizes folding tracks at either end for unloading, Both 
the 4B-1 and 4B-2 systems will require MOLAB mounted winches at 
the forward and r e a r  end of the vehicle requiring explosive disconnect 
of one cable before t rack  extension can proceed. 
The t r ack  and pivot beam operation and construction details 
a r e  given in  Section 9 . 2 . 2  for the 4B-1 and 4B-2 systems. 
is the single point t rack  end for the 4B-1 system. To allow the com- 
monality with the overhead t rack  section, a single point lunar surface 
contact t r ack  end cannot be used. This system requires the t r ack  
end shown in Figure 9-1. The unloading sequence for  this type 
of unloading sys tem parallels the sequence furnished in  Section 9.2. 1 
excepting for  azimuth positioning. 
One exception 
9.2.4 FULL OR 360° AZIMUTH UNLOADING SYSTEMS 
The full o r  360° azimuth unloading system is shown in Figure 
9-3. 
and the kinematics of t rack  extension a r e  given in Figure 9-1. 
unloading system includes a stationary ring fixed at eight points to the 
LEM/T c ross  beams. The pivot beams a r e  secured t o  the stationary 
ring through eight self aligning rollers. 
pa i r s  to four hangers which a r e  in turn secured to the pivot beams. 
La tera l  members  a r e  required on the pivot beams to keep the assembly 
in  position. 
the chass i s  t racks to the pivot pin, back through the pivot beam into 
the ro l le rs  and through the roller into the stationary ring which is fixed 
to  the LEM/T. 
As noted in  Figure 9-3 the details of the chassis  t rack  construction 
The 4D-1 
The rol lers  a r e  attached in 
The MOLAB loads during unloading a r e  transmitted f r o m  
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The bottom horizontal t r a c k  sections a r e  secured to the 
pivot beams for  shipment. Four bolts a r e  explosively deployed to f r ee  
the t r ack  f r o m  the pivot beams thereby allowing t r ack  inclination about 
the pivot point during vehicle unloading. 
to control the t r ack  tilting velocities during vehicle unloading. 
A cable-tension r ee l  is  used 
The turntable motor drive recommended for  MOLAB is shown 
in Section ALA of Figure 9-3 .  
MOLAB wheel hubs and i s  shown as the drive member for  a pinion dr ive 
gear .  
the stationary ring. Turntable rotation i n  this manner will take ad-  
vantage of the MOLAB wheel drive and remote control systems and 
will allow prec ise  azimuth positioning without requiring any additional 
controls. The flexible cable connection must  be explosively deployed 
before unloading MOLAB. An optional, separate  turntable motor dr ive 
sys tem is shown in  Section B-r3 of Figure 9-3 .  
will require a right angle drive sys tem due to  the limited space avai l -  
able for  the unloading equipment. 
A flexible shaft is attached to  one of the 
The pinion gear  dr ives  against a ring gear  which is integral  with 
The separate  motor 
The 4D-2 unloading system configuration is  a l so  shown i n  
Figure 9-3 ,  Section B-B. 
for  the use of a n  integral  bearing in place of the four pa i r s  of inter-  
mittent rollers.  
bearing and bearing housing weight. Part of this weight increase  is 
offset by the elimination of the pivot beam c ross  members  and the 
reduced weight of the stationary ring. 
section is s ized by the rol ler  loads. 
bution obtained with the integral bearing of the 4D-2 design resul ts  i n  
a decrease in stationary ring section size.  
turntable bearing should permit the manufacturer to establish s t ruc tura l  
adequacy of the bearing by test, Due to the close tolerance manufacturing 
techniques and excellent quality control procedures,  typical of the bearing 
industry, g rea t e r  confidence in  prototype bearing integrity and pe r fo rm-  
ance can be realized in a n  integral  bearing compared to  tthand-built" 
bearing systems. This assumes grea te r  importance when the s ize  of 
the turntable and thermal  expansion f r o m  -250°F to f250°F a r e  taken 
into consideration. 
This sys tem is the same as 4D-1 excepting 
This design is probably heavier due to the combined 
The 4D-1 stationary ring c r o s s  
The more  uniform load d is t r i -  
The use of a n  integral  
9.2.5 Oo TO L45O AZIMUTH UNLOADING SYSTEMS 
A sketch of a n  unloading system, 4C-1, having Oo to  +45O 
The rol lers  rotate around the 
azimuth capability is shown i n  Figure 9-4. 
suspended pa i rs  of rol lers  is  shown. 
A pivot beam us ing th ree  
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segmented 225O of ci rcular  track. 
for azimuth positioning. 
lander c ros s  beams. 
a sys tem having full 360° azimuth capability. 
ing f r o m  the elimination of 135O of c i rcular  t rack  is offset by the in-  
c reased  circular  t rack  c ross  section required to  c a r r y  the higher loads 
that must  be ca r r i ed  by three pairs of ro l le rs  instead of the four pa i r s  
used in  sys tem 4D-1. All  other i tems of unloading equipment used with 
sys tem 4C- 1 a r e  the same a s  used with sys tem 4D-1. 
A 90° ring gear  segment i s  required 
The circular t rack  i s  fixed a t  six points to the 
Little advantage accrues  f rom this sys tem over 
The weight saving resul t -  
9. 3 UNLOADING SYSTEMS FOR A SIX WHEEL SEMI- 
ARTICULATED VEHICLE 
In this section the unloading and tiedown systems developed 
fo r  use with the six wheel semiarticulated vehicle wil l  be discussed. 
Two fundamentally different types of concepts were considered 
for  the six-wheel vehicle. One utilizes wheel t racks and the other uses  
chassis  tracks.  F r o m  these basic concepts, additional systems were 
developed which possess varying degrees of directional unloading 
capability . 
One factor i s  common to  al l  of the unloading systems developed 
fo r  this vehicle (both wheel-tracks and chassis- t racks) .  
that space for  storing all of, or a major  portion of, the t rack  i s  avail-  
able  only under the vehicle. This i s  apparent upon examination of 
Figure 3-2. 
This factor i s ,  
Several  factors a r e  common to the wheel-track systems. 
Since the forward wheels of the crew-compartment section of the 
vehicle a r e  toed in  for storage, and since the wheels a r e  supported 
f r o m  the t r ack  housing, the extendable t r ack  stored under the vehicle 
wheels must  not interfere  with the portion of the t rack  housing that 
rotates with the vehicle's forward wheels. 
length restr ic t ion on all wheel t rack systems. 
This then places a t rack  
To satisfy this condition and to obtain the t rack  length neces- 
s a r y  to maintain a n  adequate margin of vehicle stability and unloading 
clearance,  the wheel tracks must be folded in hinged sections under the 
vehicle wheels. 
Since the payload envelope allocates only three inches for  
unloading s t ructure  under the vehicle wheels, and since the extendable 
45 
t r a c k  must be folded, additional restriction is placed on the wheel 
t r ack  systems. This la t ter  restriction dictates the use of 
a l e s s  desirable s t ructural  c ross  section, i. e . ,  a c ros s  section having 
a low bending modulus and consequently a low strength to weight ratio. 
The only pr ime factor common to both the wheel t rack  and 
the chassis t rack systems is the t rack  storage restriction, 
One basic tiedown concept was developed for  use with all of 
the unloading systems presented. 
the basic tiedown concept where necessary to  maintain compatibility 
with the unloading system and the unloading sequence. 
structure consists of vertical  telescoping tubular s t ruts  with diagonal 
tension members (cable) attached to the vehicle's under s t ructure  and 
the LEM/T primary structure.  
landing loads to  the LEM/T pr imary  s t ructure ,  while the diagonal 
tension members t ransmit  the horizontal landing loads. 
of the tiedown structure  is  shown in Figure 9-5. The modifications 
made to  this basic concept will be indicated in  the discussion of the 
individual unloading systems. 
Minor modifications were  made to  
The tiedown 
The s t ru ts  t ransmit  the vertical  
A schematic 
T o  accomplish the vehicle unloading phase of the AES mission 
severa l  operations must be accomplished. They a r e :  
(a) 
(b) Release tiedown restraints  
(c)  
(d) Extend t racks 
(e) Unload vehicle 
( f )  Extend t ra i le r  
Extend antennae for  use in  remotely controlled operations. 
Rotate vehicle to desired position (for systems having multi- 
azimuth capability only). 
The actual sequence in  which these events can, or  should 
occur depend on the particular unloading system and the postulated 
lunar surface contour, i. e . ,  hilly, gentle slopes, etc.  Table 9-1 
indicates the recommended unloading sequence (using the letter de-  
signation of events l isted above) for  the sys tems presented herein,  
with the exception of the t45O multidirectional system. The reason 
for  omitting the multidir&ional 
in the report. 
sys tem will become obvious la ter  
Further elaboration on the unloading sequence will be given 
subsequently . 
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TABLE 9-1 
VEHICLE UNLOADING SEQUENCE 
I I 
Two Directions a I d  b e I f  
Multi -Azimuth a i d  b c l e  
Tracks  
A s  mentioned in  Section 2. 0 of this report, one of the objectives 
of the study was to  determine the weight penalties associated with varying 
the degree of directional unloading capability. 
2. 0 were the unloading directions to  be considered. 
Also mentioned in  Section 
They were: 
0 Single fixed direction 
0 
0 Multiazimuth 0-3600 
Two directions ( 1  80° apart)  
Multidirectional within t45O of the vehicle's longitudinal axis.  - 0 
Each of these directional capabilities will  be discussed in the 
order  presented above for  the wheel t rack systems and the chassis  t r ack  
systems respectively. 
9. 3 . 1  SINGLE FIXED AND T W O  DIRECTIONAL UNLOADING 
SYSTEMS (WHEEL TRACKS) 
Figure 9-5 shows an unloading concept capable of unloading 
i n  one o r  two directions (180° apart) .  
used for  the case of a single fixed unloading direction by removing one 
pair  of the drive mechanisms located at either end of the t rack  housing. 
This same sys tem can a l so  be 
As shown in  Figure 9-5, the t rack  must be extended f rom the t rack 
housing toward the r e a r  of the vehicle. 
the track, which is folded under, c lears  the t rack  housing, a spring 
loaded hinge swings this shorter t rack  section through a 180° a r c .  
When the shorter  segment of 
A 
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locking device is engaged at termination of the short  t r ack  segment's 
swing to form the continuous ful l  length t r ack  necessary for  unloading 
the vehicle, 
partially extended is found to  be desirable for  the purpose of unloading, 
the extension is continued until the t r ack  retainers,  located at the end 
of the guide rai ls ,  a r e  engaged, 
vide a pin joint, the t rack  will pivot, due to  its own weight, until the 
f r ee  end contacts the lunar surface. 
has  been partially extended is not a desirable unloading direction, the 
drive mechanism is reversed and the t r ack  is  extended in  the opposite 
direction, 
In the event the direction in  which the t rack  has been 
Since the engaged t r ack  retainers  pro-  
If the direction in  which the t r ack  
A s  shown in  Figure 9-5 retainer plates have been provided 
on the t racks f o r  the vehicle wheels. 
of the folded t rack  a r e  fixed as  shown. Due to the limitations placed 
on the storage space, the retainers on the lower t r ack  segment a r e  
mounted with spring loaded hinges capable of movement through a 90 
a r c .  As the lower t rack  portion clears  the t r ack  housing the wheel 
re ta iner  sections a r e  forced into place. 
The retainers  on the upper portion 
0 
The front wheels of the six wheeled vehicle a r e  toed in  f o r  
The forward portion of the t r ack  housing is  therefore de-  
The vehicle steering mechanism should be used to straighten 
storage.  
signed to  be rotated with these wheels to  their  normal operational 
position. 
the forward wheels and t r ack  housing if  possible. 
information available to ascer ta in  the feasibility of this approach a 
pivot bracket and motor have been provided t o  rotate the t r ack  housing 
and vehicle wheels, 
Due to the lack of 
In addition to serving a s  a t rack  support and guide device 
during the t rack  extension operation, the t rack  housing provides sup- 
port  for  the vehicle wheels. 
transmitted through the vehicle suspension sys tem during lunar landing, 
and prevents any interference between the vehicle wheels and t rack  
during the t rack deployment operation. 
This support reduces the shock loads 
Rollers have been attached to the s ides  of the track. The 
rol lers  fi t  into the guide rails attached within the t r a c k  housing. 
arrangement i s  considered beneficial, i n  that only rolling resistance 
to motion is encountered rather  than sliding resistance.  
required to extend the t racks is  thereby minimized. 
This 
The power 
The tiedown structure used with this unloading sys tem em-  
ploys telescoping struts.  The s t ruts  a r e  rigidly attached to  the LEM/T 
50 
pr imary  structure.  An explosive bolt is used to  prevent the s t ru t  tele- 
scoping action f r o m  occurring until the proper time. 
o r  similar devices a r e  a l so  used to make the vehicle tiedown structure  
attachment. 
s t ructure  remaining on the LEM/T does not interfere  with the vehicle 
unloading clearance. 
Explosive bolts 
Strut telescoping action is provided so  that the tiedown 
9.3.2 MULTIAZIMUTH 0-360° UNLOADING SYSTEM 
(WHEEL TRACKS) 
This system is essentially the same as the single fixed 
direction system, Figure 9-6. The track storage problem has been 
aggravated due to  the addition of turntable ro l le rs  under the t r ack  
housing. 
construction) having a smal le r  total  thickness than those used for  the 
single direction system. To offset the reduction in  section modulus 
due to the smaller section depth, the sandwich plate face sheet thick- 
ness  was increased. Consequently, an increase in  t rack  weight was 
experienced over that of the single direction system. 
This required the use of tracks (of t ru s s  core  sandwich plate 
In order  to  provide the multiazimuth feature, the t r ack  
housing was separated f rom the LEM/T deck. 
positioning of the t racks was mounted to  the LEM/T deck. 
riding within the ring were affixed to the t r ack  housing and azimuth 
drive motors  were  added. Two cross  members  were a l so  added to 
provide a direct  attachment between the two t rack  housing units. 
c r o s s  members  maintain t rack  alignment during azimuth positioning. 
A ring for azimuth 
Rollers for  
The 
The tiedown structure was changed slightly f o r  this system. 
The attachment to the LEM/ T primary structure is  accomplished through 
a bolted connection. P r i o r  to azimuth positioning, the' LEM/T tiedown 
s t ruc ture  connection is released. 
tiedown structure  attached to  it will r ise .  Upward motion of the vehicle 
i s  due to  the release of energy stored in  the wheels, compressed on the 
t ra c k housing . 
The vehicle and that portion of the 
A s  the vehicle is positioned for  the proper unloading direction, 
a portion of the tiedown structure i s  car r ied  along. 
azimuth is reached the vehicle attached tiedown structure is  dropped 
f r o m  the vehicle to the LEM/T deck. 
When the desired 
The vehicle is then unloaded. 
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9.3.3 JVlULTI DIRECTIONAL k45' UNLOADING SYSTEM 
(WHEEL TRACKS) 
The +45O azimuth capability unloading sys tem offers no weight 
saving o r  otheradvantage over the multiazimuth 0-360° system. 
actuality, the system required to provide the t45O unloading was identi- 
ca l  to  the 0-360° system. The prime factorsproducing this result  were 
the ring diameter, wheel base and the location of the t r ack  housing rol lers .  
In 
9.3.4 SINGLE FIXED AND TWO-DIRECTIONAL UNLOADING 
SYSTEMS (CHASSIS TRACKS1 
~ 
The chassis  t rack  unloading system shown in  Figure 9-7 is 
capable of unloading in  one or  two directions. 
corresponding wheel t r ack  system, conversion to  a single fixed 
direction system may be accomplished by removing one pair  of drive 
mechanisms at either end of the tracks. 
A s  in  the case  of the 
The chassis  t rack  system shown in Figure 9-7, consists of 
two t r a c k  sections, a pivot beam (with its associated support structure) 
and the t rack drive motors (for the single fixed direction system a 
cable-pulley sys tem may a lso  be used). A s  shown in the exploded 
view (B-B) of Figure 9-7, the tracks a r e  stored with the end portions 
in  the vertical  position utilizing almost a l l  of the available space in  
f ront  of and to the rear of the vehicle. To position the t racks for  un- 
loading, the upper t rack  section and the pivot beam folded ends a r e  
straightened and locked, and the upper t rack  is extended by the drive 
mechanism. 
the spring loaded pins, attached to  the center t r ack  section, become 
aligned with the pin receptacles i n  the upper t m c k  and snap into place, 
The upper and center t rack  sections thereby constitute a continuous 
member.  The t r ack  extension is continued f o r  a short  distance (one 
o r  two inches) until the t rack  retainer device shown in  View I and 11 
is engaged. The only t rack  
attachment to the LEM/T is via the pin joint a t  the end of the pivot 
beam. Upon release of the tiedown structure the vehicle will drop 
1 / 4  of a n  inch allowing the chassis wheels to contact the track, the 
vehicle can then be driven off of the LEM/T deck by providing power 
t o  the chassis  wheels. 
the end of thepivot beam the entire t rack (both the section over the 
LEM/T and the extended section) will pivot until the f r e e  end contacts 
the lunar  surface.  The impact loads the t rack  will experience as  a 
resu l t  of the pivoting action a r e  minimized by providing an  a r res t ing  
cable on a spring wound rachet type reel .  
When the upper t rack  extension has  proceeded sufficiently, 
The t racks  will then be fully extended. 
When the vehicle cg passes  the pin joint at 
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Z d  
Use is made of channel sections to  c a r r y  the vehicle imposed 
bending loads. The channels a r e  oriented to  take bending about their  
weaker axis. In this way the channel legs provide a guide rail feature 
for the chassis  wheels, system packaging and s t ructure  support pro-  
blems were minimized, and undesirable torsional loads in  the thannels 
were avoided. 
bending loads about the stronger axis, the required chassis  wheel design 
(see Figure 9-3)  would have resulted i n  transmitting the vehicle loads 
directly to  the channel web. These wheel loads would be offset f r o m  
the channel shear center thereby causing a n  induced torsional effects 
to  be superimposed. on the pr imary bending effects. Since the channel 
section i s  restrained f rom warping, such twisting is reacted by bending 
in the flanges and web plus torsional shear.  The overall effect i n  this 
instance would have been a heavier t rack  if the channels were oriented 
to  take bending about the strong axis. 
Had the channels been oriented t o  take the pr imary  
During t rack  extension the upper t rack  slides within the 
center  track. A lubricant should therefore be provided. KEL-F 
(Poly c hlo r ot r i f luo r ee thelyne ) appear s to  have sa ti sf actor  y lubrication 
properties for  use in  the lunar vacuum environment. 
advisable to  coat the two contacting t rack  surfaces with KEL-F. 
It is therefore 
The chassis  wheels a r e  ser ra ted  to  provide sufficient 
traction for  driving the vehicle off of the LEM/T.  
a r e  losated under the crew compartment section of the vehicle and a l so  
under the t ra i ler .  This location reduces the vehicle's minimum ground 
clearance. The chassis  wheel assemblies a r e  therefore designed to  be 
dropped af ter  unloading has been accomplished, thereby restoring the 
vehicle's 24. 0 inch ground clearance f o r  traversing the lunar  surface. 
The chassis wheels 
The tiedown sys tem used fo r  this sys tem is identical to  the 
one used with the single and two directional wheel t rack  system. 
9 . 3 . 5  MULTIAZIMUTH 0-360' UNLOADING SYSTEM (CHASSIS 
TRACKS) 
The 0-360° multiazimuth sys tem i s  shown on Figure 9-8. 
The t racks  used here  a r e  the same a s  those used for  the one and two 
directional systems. Track  deployment is accomplished in  the same 
manner  previously used except that a cable-pulley sys tem i s  employed 
in  lieu of the drive mechanisms. Other elements of this. system which 
a r e  identical to  the one and two directional systems a r e ;  chassis  wheel 
assemblies ,  vehicle wheel support s t ruts ,  and tiedown structure.  
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The multiazimuth capability is provided by the hub assembly 
located in  the center of the LEM/T deck. 
of a shaft, a gear,  a bearing, a motor, and spokes. This entire assembly 
is supported by c ross  members  attached to  the primary LEM/T structure.  
The hub assembly consists 
The pivot beams a r e  attached to  the spoke members  as shown. 
An increase in pivot beam weight, as compared to  the two directional 
system, was experienced fo r  this sys tem due to  the increased moment 
loads applied to  the pivot beams, 
The center support hub assembly was used here  instead of a 
continuous ring support (such as was used for  the multiazimuth wheel 
t racks)  as a means of reducing the overall multiazimuth system weight. 
9 . 3 . 6  MULTIDIRECTIONAL f45O UNLOADING SYSTEM 
(CHASSIS TRACKS) 
As  in  the case of the comparable wheel t rack  system, no 
weight saving o r  other advantage was realized over the multiazimuth 
0-360° chassis t rack  system. 
9 . 3 . 7  UNLOADING SEQUENCE 
The unloading sequences shown in Table 9-1, a r e  applicable 
to  each of the six wheel MOLAB unloading systems discussed in  this 
s e c ti on. 
The last event occurring in the sequence pr ior  to MOLAB 
being driven f r ee  of LEM/T, i s  t r a i l e r  extension. As was mentioned 
ea r l i e r ,  the t ra i le r  is pulled in toward the crew compartment section 
fo r  storage. Power is supplied either to  all vehicle wheels, or to  a l l  
the chassis wheels i n  each of the unloading systems. Tra i le r  extension 
to  the operational position may be accomplished by partially driving the 
c rew compartment section off the LEM/T while holding the t r a i l e r ' s  
wheels locked. After the cabin section has been separated f rom the 
trailer, to  the lunar surface operation position, the unloading sequence 
m a y  be completed. 
I 
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10.0 RELATED DESIGN ANALYSES 
Vehicle 
Attitude 
Pitch 
Pitch 
Pitch 
Roll 
Roll 
The parametr ic  data generated in  Section 8 .0  will be used 
in  this section along with other pertinent design cr i ter ia  to demonstrate 
feasibility of the unloading systems presented in  Section 9. 0. 
of each of the systems will a l so  be presented. Loads and strength analyses 
f o r  the major s t ructural  members  a r e  presented in  the Technical Appendix. 
The weight 
Ground o r  T rack  Contact Minimum 
Points for  MOLAB Stability Angle 
Chassis Rollers 450 
Folded Wheels 3 9 . 2 O  
Extended Front  Wheels 46.2O 
Cha s si s Rollers 40.6O 
Wheels 41° 
c 
10.1 MOLAB VEHICLE STABILITY 
Vehicle stability is important and must  be considered during 
the unloading operation. The pitch and roll  stabilities for  the four wheel 
and the six wheel semiarticulated vehicle were evaluated in this section. 
10.1.1 FOUR WHEEL VEHICLE STABILITY 
The vehicle geometry for the stability study is shown in  
The minimum stability angles are  given below for  the Figure 10-1. 
conditions noted. 
10.1.2 SIX WHEEL VEHICLE STABILITY 
Using the maximum height f o r  the vehicle cg location shown 
in  Figure 3-2, the coordinates a r e :  
X = 68 in, Y = 46 in. 
using the equation given in  Section 8-1 the maximum vehicle tipping 
angle i s ;  
€Ilo = tan-l  1.48 = 55. 9 O  
64 
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When the vehicle is rotated through this angle, tipping instability is  immi- 
nent. 
ference to  the forward wheels, i. e . ,  when moving in  a forward direction 
longitudinal instability will occur (ignoring inertia) when the slope being 
t raversed  is  greater  than 55. 9 O .  
€Ilo is the longitudinal marginal stability of the vehicle with re- 
The vehicle la te ra l  tipping angle for  X = 55 in . ,  Y = 46 in . ,  i s ;  
QLAT = tan-1 1.2 = 50° 
Q L A ~  is re fer red  to  the vehicle wheels. 
In reference to  chassis  wheels used for  unloading, the lateral 
stability angle is  reduced as follows. 
X = 2 0 ,  Y = 32 
Q L A ~  = tan-1 . 5 5  = 29O 
The two la te ra l  stability angles given indicate that f o r  the 
combined LEM/T lunar surface slope of 180, lateral stability is not 
cri t ical .  
10.2 LEM/ T STABILITY 
The parameters  for  evaluating the LEM/T stability a r e  given 
in  Section 8.2.  Several  conditions of LEM/T stability were analyzed 
fo r  MOLAB boom unloading and the resul ts  obtained indicate that this 
method of unloading is  not practicable. 
low for  lateral  unloading of the four wheel vehicle, 
vehicle dimensions a r e  taken directly f r o m  Figures  7-2, 3-1, and 3-2. 
The analyses a re  presented be- 
The LEM/T and 
0 Boom Unloading on Level Lunar Surface Directly over 
Attitude Control Engines 
'TFT -t XVFV - 113(4920) - 95.0 (6500 x 1.3) 
/ , a m  + 6500 x 1.3 x =  I n  
FT 
- r7LV 
r V  
= -18.5 inches 
0 Boom Unloading on Level Lunar Surface Directly Over One 
Leg 
160(4920) - 9 5  (6500 1 - 3 1  = 1.2 inches 
4920 + 6500 x 1.3 x =  
6.6 
The negative values for  X indicate the lander will t ip over (see Figure 
8 - l a )  fo r  the empty LEM/T weight of 4920 pounds and with a dynamic 
load factor of 1 .3  for the MOLAB weight of 6500 pounds. 
semiarticulated vehicle is only 145 inches wide at the radiators compared 
to 180 inches and, consequently is l e s s  cri t ical  (allows unloading on a 4O 
lunar surface slope) for  boom unloading than shown above. Boom unload- 
ing is still not practicable for the six wheel semiarticulated vehicle due to  
the expected 180 inclinations of the cargo deck. 
The six wheel 
Use of wheel, o r  chassis  tracks to  unload a vehicle f rom the LEM/T 
considerably increases  the combined LEM/ T cargo deck-lunar surface 
slope on which a vehicle may be unloaded. Using the nomenclature and 
equations of Section 8 -2  for ,  
FT = 4920 pounds FV = 6500(1.3) = 8450 pounds 
- -6  inches xv - XT = 114 inches 
YT = 73 inches = 123 inches 
- 
= 38 inches X = 114(4920)-6 (8450) 
13370 
= 104 inches 73(4920) t123 (8450) 
- - Y - 
13370 
f rom section 8-1 
0 = tan -' ,365 = 20. Oo 
The angle 8 represents the allowable combined LEM/T cargo 
deck and lunar surface slope fo r  the cr i t ical  downhill unloading condition. 
The calculations above are  for  the 4-wheel vehicle, 
computation for  the 6-wheel semiarticulated vehicle resulted in  an  angle 
of 24O. 
10.3 UNLOADING CLEARANCES FOR MOLAB 
A corresponding 
Based on geometric analyses, the unloading t racks used for 
the four wheel and the six wheel vehicles eliminate all clearance problems 
fo r  the vehicles, with respect to LEM/T structure,  when leaving the 
LEM/T.  No vehicle clearance problems a r e  expected as  the MOLAB 
touches the lunar surface and drives off the track. The vehicle 90° 
angle of approach and the 24 inch ground clearance permit clearing all 
anticipated protuberances. 
10.4 UNLOADING TRACK LENGTHS 
The lengths of the tracks used to  unload the four wheel and 
six wheel semi articulated vehicle will be determined in  this section. 
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The parameters  f o r  t rack  length have been outlined in  Section 8 .3  and a n  
The LEM/T legs either r e s t  
equation established f o r  calculating t rack  length. The c r i te r ia  fo r  t rack  
length evaluation i s  shown in Figure 10-2. 
on a 24 inch high rock o r  have vertical  leg deflections f rom 0 to  2 5  inches. 
In Figure 10-2 two legs a r e  shown resting on the rock at the c re s t  of a 
5" hill and the other two legs a r e  crushed 25 inches. 
measured from the t rack  centerline to the horizontal and this angle may 
be compared to MOLAB pitch stability angles calculated in  Section 10. 1 .  
Track  lengths may then be established by selecting a t r ack  angle which 
is less than the minimum pitching angle expected for MOLAB. 
The angle 8 is 
10.4. 1 UNLOADING TRACK LENGTH __ FOR THE FOUR WHEEL VEHICLE 
The unloading t rack  length required for the four wheel vehicle 
may be established f rom Figures  10-3 and 10-4. 
i n  Figure 10-3 with two legs resting on a 24 inch rock at the c re s t  of a 
5' hill and the other two legs crushed 25 inches. 
illustrated in Figure 10-4 wherein one ls,g i s  resting on a 24 inch rock 
and the leg 180' apar t  is crushed 25 inches. 
i n  both cases for  a t rack  pivot point located 6 inches above the LEM/T 
deck and 120 inches f rom the vertical  centerline of the LEM/T. The 
t r ack  lengths shown vary with a change in  the angle measured f rom the 
horizontal to the t rack  centerline. The cr i t ical  o r  longest t r ack  length 
is obtained from Figure 10-3 wherein two lander legs a r e  resting on the 
24 inch rock. 
was calculated to be 46.2O in  Section 10. 1. 1. 
length was selected for the four wheel vehicle resulting in  a t rack  angle 
of approximately 45O. Additional pitch stability will be provided by the 
cable used to brake the descent of the four wheel vehicle, 
The LEM/T is shown 
A second case  is 
Track  lengths are  given 
The crit ical  pitching angle for  the chassis  t rack  unloading 
A 240 inch unloading t l a c k  
10.4.2 TRACK LENGTH FOR SIX WHEEL VEHICLE 
The t rack  length requirements can be obtained f rom the 
The t rack  length will be based on a lunar slope 
. 
data in  Figure 8 - 3 .  
of 5O, LEM/T deck inclination of 13O, and D being the distance f rom 
the LEM/T l e g  contact point to the t rack  pivot point, i. e . ,  the break 
in  the lunar surface slope occurs a t  the LEM/T.  
to  be 55. 9 
for this dynamic effect the maximum t r ack  angle with the horizontal 
will be assumed to be 45O. 
The maximum vehicle longitudinal tipping angle was found 
ignoring the effects of dynamic inertia forces .  
0 
To account 
. 
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25" CRUSH 1 
I 
5' SLOPE 
I 25" CRUSH 
I- TRACK PIVOT POINT 
.DING TRACK 
CRITERIA FOR 
UNLOADING TRACK LENGTH 
F I G U R E  10-2  
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1. 25" CRUSH 
I 25" CRUSH 
120 
3 5 O  - 295" 
260" 
45O 230' 
50° - 210" 
NOTE: Angles shown above a re  measured  f r o m  the Track Centerline 
and the Horizontal 
T W C K  LENGTHS CASE I 
FIGURE 1 0 - 3  
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f 25" CRUSH 
I CREST 
'OPE 5O 
NOTE: Angles shown are  measured f r o m  the 
T r a c k  Centerline and the Horizontal. 
TRACK LENGTHS CASE 11 I 
FIGURE 10-4 
I 
7 1  
0 when h = 45O, B = 5 , D=31 in. ,  
y = 13 , A = 100 in  h = 117 0 
The wheel t rack  length required i s ;  
Lw = 212 inch 
when X = 45O,P5O, D=31 in. 
y = 13O, A = 100 in . ,  h=132 in. 
The chassis t r ack  length is 
Lc = 231 in. 
10.5 WEIGHT OF UNLOADING & TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
The unloading and tiedown equipment described in Section 9. 0 
Weights a r e  provided i n  this Section for  the 
was analyzed and weights were calculated for  the major components 
of the unloading system. 
four wheel and the six wheel semiarticulated vehicle. Loads and 
strength analyses for  the major  s t ructural  components are inc,luded in  
the Technical Appendix of this report. 
10.5.1 UNLOADING AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT WEIGHT FOR THE 
F O U R  WHEEL VEHICLE 
The weights calculated for  the unloading and tiedown equipment 
A summary of all the weight analyses is furnished in  Table 10-1 
No detailed weight breakdown is provided fo r  unloading system 
associated with the four wheel vehicle a r e  shown in Tables 10-2 through 
10-6. 
for the detailed weight breakdowns tabulated in  Tables 10-2 through 
10 6. 
4C-1 inasmuch a s  the detailed weights a r e  the same as shown for the 
4D-1 unloading system. It is  evident that the 4D-1 sys tem would be 
preferred to  the 4C-1 s s t em because the grea te r  azimuth capability 
associated with the 360 turntable rotation. B 
The choice between the 4A-1, 4B-1 and 4D-1 systems will depend 
upon a tradeoff study wherein the increased azimuth capability and re- 
sulting increased weight must be compared with the weight penalties 
associated with the advantages and disadvantages of other MOLAB 
subsystem design features. 
. 
TABLE 10-1 
WEIGHT SUMMARY FOR UNLOADING & TIEDOWN 
EQUIPMENT - FOUR WHEEL VEHICLE 
Identification 
Number Description Weight (Pounds ) 
4D- 1 Ful l  360° Azimuth Capability 
(Rollers on Fixed Ring) 
4D-2 Ful l  360° Azimuth Capability 
(Integral Bearing) 
0 
4C-1 Oo - + 45 Azimuth Capability 
(Rollers on Fixed Ring) 
4R-1 Two Direction Unloading - 
Overhead Tracks 
0 
4B -2  Two Directiqn Unloading (0 - 180°) 
Folding Tracks 
4A-1 Single Direction Unloading - 
Overhead Tracks 
4A -2 Single Direction Unloading - 
Folding Tracks 
403 
438 
403 
308 
373 
256 
2 56 
73 
TABLE 10-2 
Item 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 
EQUIPMENT - 360° AZIMUTH CAPABILITY 
4D-1 VEHICLE UNLOADING & TIEDOWN 
(8 Rollers) 
Weight (Pounds) 
TURNTABLE EQUIPMENT 147 
Fixed Ring (Incl. Ring Gear) 
Rollers and Hangers (4) 
Pivot Beams (2) 
Pivot Beam Cross  Members (2) 
Flexible Cable & Gear Assembly 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks (2) 
Track Cross Members 
Winches and Cable 
Braking Mechanism 
Chassis Rollers 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
55 
20 
52 
10 
10 
176 
85 
40 
20 
15 
16 
30 
Chassis Support Struts 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
30 
35 
Unloading programmers ,  squibs, bat ter ies  35 
and umbilical cable 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 15 
TOTAL 403 
Note: See  Figure 9-3  for  details on equipment tabulated above. 
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TABLE 10-3 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 
4D-2 VEHICLE UNLOADING & TIEDOWN 
EQUIPMENT - 360' AZIMUTH CAPABILITY 
(Inte.gra1 Turntable Bearing) 
Item Weight (Pounds 1 
TURNTABLE EQUIPMENT 
Integral Bearing and Housing 
Pivot Beams (2) 
Flexible Cable & Gear  Assembly 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks (2) 
Track  Cross  Members  
Winches and Cable 
Braking Mechanism 
Cha s si s Roller s 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Chassis Support Struts  
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading programmers,  squibs, bat ter ies  
and umbilical cable 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 
TOTAL 
182 
120 
52 
10 
176 
85 
40 
20 
15 
16 
30 
30 
35 
35 
15 
438 
Note: See F igure  9-3 for  details on equipment tabulated above. 
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TABLE 10-4 
UNLOADING AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
WEIGHT TABULATIONS FOR 4B-1 VEHICLE UNLOADING SYSTEM 
(Two Directions - Overhead Tracks)  
Item Weight (Pounds ) 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 238 
Tracks (2) 
Track Cross  Members 
Winches and Cables 
Braking Mechanism 
Cha s si s Rollers 
114 
48 
35 
15 
16 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 30 
Chassis Support Struts 30 
ELECT RON1 C EQUIPMENT 
Unloading P rogrammers ,  Squibs, 
batteries and umbilical cable 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 
76 
35 
35 
35 
TOTAL 308 
Note: See Figure 9-1 for details on equipment tabulated above. 
. 
. 
~ TABLE 10-5 
, 
UNLOADING AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
WEIGHT TABULATIONS FOR 4B-2 VEHICLE UNLOADING SYSTEM 
(Two Directions - Folding Tracks)  
Item 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks  (2) 
Track  Cross  Members 
Winches and Cables 
Braking Mechanism 
Chassis Rollers 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Chassis Support Struts 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading P r og ramme r s, squibs, 
bat ter ies  and umbilical cable 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 
Weight (Pounds ) 
148 
72  
40 
15 
16 
3 0  
35  
TOTAL 
Note: See Figure 9-2  for  details on equipment tabulated above. 
2 91 
30  
35 
15 
373 
77 I 
I t em -
TABLE 10-6 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 
4A-1 and 4A-2 VEHICLE UNLOADING & TIEDOWN 
EQUIPMENT - SINGLE DIRECTION UNLOADING' 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks (2) 
Track Cross  Members 
Winches and Cable 
Braking Mechanism 
Chassis Rol lers  
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Weight (Pounds) 
85 
40 
20 
15  
16 
Chassis Support Struts  30 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading programmers  squibs batteries 35 
-and umbilical cable 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 
TOTAL 
176 
30 
35 
15 
256 
Note: See F igure  9-1 fo r  details on equipment tabulated above. 
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10. 5.2 UNLOADING AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT WEIGHT 
FOR THE SIX WHEEL VEHICLE. 
The overall weight of each of the tiedown and unloading 
systems presented for the six wheel vehicle a r e  listed in  Table 10-7. 
A detailed component weight listing is shown for  each of the systems 
in Tables 10-8 through 10-13. 
The preferred systems 6 ~ - 1 ,  6B-1, and 6A-1 offer a 
definite weight saving compared to  the alternate systems 6D-2, 6B-2, 
and 6A-2. Although the primary cr i ter ion for  selecting the prefer red  
systems, as opposed to the alternate systems was weight, other quali- 
tative factors  were  considered. 
The alternate 0-360° wheel t rack  system in addition to  
being considerably heavier, requires seven remotely controlled events, 
compared to  six for the chassis t r ack  system, in  order  to  unload the 
vehicle. This systems reliability would, therefore, appear to  be l e s s  
than that of the prefer red  system. 
The two directional chassis t rack  preferred sys tem is 
approximately 11% lighter than the alternate system, but sys tem rel i -  
ability appears  to  be l e s s  due to the t r ack  deployment method. 
a l s o  t rue for  the single direction prefer red  system. 
This is 
Although a rigorous attempt toward sys tem optimization 
was not made, the unloading systems presented a r e  considered to  give 
a reasonable indication of the weight penalty to  be attributed to  this aspect  
of the AES m i s  sion. 
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TABLE 10-7 
WEIGHT SUMMARY FOR UNLOADING AND TIEDOWN 
EQUIPMENT - 6 Wheel Vehicle 
Identification 
Number System Description W eight (Pounds ) 
0 
6D- 1 360 unloading - chass i s  tracks 379 
6D-2 360° unloading - wheel t racks  537 
0 
6C-1 - f 45 unloading - chass i s  t racks  379 
6C-2 - f 45O unloading - wheel t racks  537 
6B-1 Two Direction unloading - chass i s  t racks  260 
6B -2 Two Direction unloading - wheel t racks  287 
6A- 1 Single Direction unloading - chassis  t r acks  247 
6A-2 Single Direction unloading - wheel t racks  277 
80 
t 
. 
. 
c 
Item 
TABLE 10-8 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 6D-1 
UNLOADING AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT - 360' 
AZIMUTH 
(CHASSIS TRACKS) 
HUB ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT 
Spokes 
Pivot Beams 
Cross  Beams 
Bearing 
Gear  
Torque Motor and Gear 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks  
Chassis  Wheels 
Track  Drive Motors and Gear  
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Weieht (Pounds 1 
25 
76 
2 9  
40 
10 
15 
66 
25 
18 
Chassis  Support Struts and Cable 25 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading programmers ,  squibs, bat ter ies  35 
and umbilical Cable 
MANUAL PROWS3 83NS 15 
TOTAL 379 
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TABLE 10-9 
'WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 6D-2 UNLOADING 
AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT - 360' AZIMUTH 
(WHEEL TRACKS) 
I tem -
TURN TABLE EQUIPMENT 
Weight (Pounds) 
Fixed Ring 
Track  Housing 
Torque Motors 
146 
6 5  
30 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks  
Track  Drive Motors 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Chassis Struts  and Cables 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
191 
30 
2 5  
Unloading programmers,  squibs 
bat ter ies  and umbilical cable 
35 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 
t 
82 
a -  
. 
Item 
TABLE 10-10 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 6B-1 UNLOADING ~ 
AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT - TWO DIRECTION 
(CHASSIS TRACKS) 
Weight (Pounds) . 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks 
Pivot Beams and Support 
T rack  drive motors  
Chassis Wheels 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Chassis Struts and Cable W h e e l  Supports 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading pr og r amme r s , squibs ba tt e ri e s 
and umbilical cable 
MANWAL PROVISIONS 
TOTAL 
66 
64 
30 
25 
25 
35 
15 
~~ 
2 60 
. 
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TABLE 10-11 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 6B-2 UNLOADING 
AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT - TWO DIRECTION 
(WHEEL TRACKS) 
Item Weight (Pounds ) 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks 
Track Housing 
Torque Motors 
Track Drive Motors 
TIEDOWN STRUCTURE 
118 
54 
10 
30 
Chassis s t ru ts  and cables 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading programmers ,  squibs, 
batteries and umbilical cables 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 
TOTAL 
4 
25 
? 
35 
15 
. 
2 87 
84 
. 
TABLE 10-12 
, 
c 
Item -
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 6A-1 UNLOADING 
AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT - ONE DIRECTION 
(CHASSIS TRACKS) 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks  
Pivot beams and support 
T rack  Drive Motors and Cable 
Cha s si s Wheels 
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
Weight (Pounds) 
66 
70 
11 
25 
Chassis s t ru ts  and cable 2 5  
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading programmers,  squibs batteries,  and 35 
umbilical cable 
MANUAL PROVISIONS 15 
TOTAL 247 
85 
TABLE 10-13 
WEIGHT TABULATION FOR 6A-2 UNLOADING 
AND TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT - ONE DIRECTION 
(WHEEL TRACKS) 
I tem 
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT 
Tracks 
Track  housing 
Track  dr ive motors  
Torque motors  
TIEDOWN EQUIPMENT 
W eight (Pounds ) 
118 
54 
20 
10 
Chassis s t ru ts  and cable 25 
ELECTRONKC EQUIPMENT 
Unloading p rogrammers  , squibs, bat ter ies  
and umbilical cable 
MANUAL P Rt?VISIONS 
TOTAL 
86 
35 
15 
277 
11.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The t rack  unloading systems developed in this study for  the 
four and s ix  wheel vehicles a r e  capable of accomplishing the unloading 
operation, after lunar landing, in accordance with the mission requi re -  
ments .  
Other conclusions resulting f rom the unloading and tiedown 
The weight of the 360° multiazimuth unloading system for the 
four wheel vehicle is 403 pounds. 
unloading system weights a r e  256 and 308 pounds respectively.  
The weight of the 360 
six wheel vehicle using wheel t racks  is 537 pounds. 
corresponding chass i s  t rack  system weight is 379 pounds. 
The Vi,o directional wheel t rack  and chass i s  t r ack  system 
weight is 277 pounds, and the chass i s  t rack  unloading system 
weight is 247 pounds. 
The stuody revealed no significant weight savings for the Oo 
to + 45 azimuth unAoading systems when compared to the 
m o r e  versat i le  360 , o r  full azimuth systems.  
study are:  
0 ,  
The one and two direction 
0 
0 multiazimuth unloading system for  the 
The 
0 
0 A boom system mounted on the LEM/T should not be used for 
unloading MOLAB, 
margins  when boom unloading either the 4-wheel vehicle on a 
level. surface,  or the 6-wheel semiarticulated vehicle on a 5 
lunar surface slope. 
The LEM/T exhibits negative stability 
0 
0 Unloading t racks ,  which pivot about a point outboard of the 
LEM/T structure ,  a l low clearing the attitude control engines 
and the LEM/T legs  during the MOLAB unloading operation 
f r o m  the LEM/T. 
No unloading track-lunar surface clearance problems a r e  
expected with either the 4 wheel o r  the 6 wheel vehicle during 
t rack  unloading. 
inch ground clearance eliminates all postulated vehicle ground 
clearance problems. 
0 
The basic vehicle configuration and the 24 
0 The use  of numerous explosive devices is required to achieve 
the remotely controlled MOLAB unloading. 
the reliability of the entire unloading system the use of paral le l  
o r  redundant explosive devices appears  mandatory. 
In o rde r  to increase  
0 In the event the remote unloading mode fails, manual operation 
of the unloading equipment may be achieved throught the use of 
light weight hand tools (jacks,  cranks,  e tc . ) .  
87 
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made : 
0 
0 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
As  a resul t  of this study the following recommendations a r e  
Track  unloading systems,  used to  unload MOLAB f r o m  the 4 1 
LEM/T, should provide a continuous bridge from the LEM/T d 
deck to  the lunar surface. Such systems provide stable un- 
loading conditions throughout the unloading cycle. 
surface support of the t r ack  f ree  end reduces the otherwise 
cri t ical  overturning moments encountered during unloading. 
i 
The lunar  
Investigations should be conducted to determine to what extent, 
if  any, the LEM'/T design may be  modified, before o r  af ter  
lunar landing, in o rde r  to enhance the unloading system cap-  
ability. Examples of such modifications a re :  explosive 
removal of attitude control nozzles o r ,  reduction of LEM/T 
deck height, integrating the meteoroid and thermal  shielding 
in some a reas  with tiedown o r  unloading s t ruc ture ,  etc. Such 
modification offers the potential of reduced unloading system 
weight and increased system reliability. 
0 Winches us,ed for  the unloading operation should be installed 
on MOLAB. The winch will then be available fo r  use on the 
vehicle during the mission operational phase. 
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APPENDIX A - GENERAL DISCUSSION 
A. 1 ALLOWABLE STRESSES FOR 2219 -T87 ALUMINUM ALLOY 
The mater ia l  selected for the pr imary s t ruc tura l  members  of 
the unloading and tiedown equipment was 2219 T87 aluminum alloy. This  
alloy i s  used for the Saturn V first stage and for the LEM pr imary  s t ruc -  
tu ra l  members.  
and has  adequate strength f o r  use  in  the tempera ture  range of -2500F to 
t 250°F. 
The alloy has  excellent welding and machining proper t ies  c 
The room tempera ture  minimum allowable s t r e s s e s  for  2219 
T87 alloy are: 
F - 50,000 psi  tensile yield 
tY 
- 63,000 psi  tensile ultimate =tu 
At elevated tempera tures  a reduction in room tempera ture  pro-  
per t ies  will occur .  Data f rom Aluminum Company of America ( A g o a )  
and f rom Reynolds Metals Company indicates the strength at +250 F is 
approximately 8570 of the room tempera ture  propert ies .  
to both the tensile yield and ultimate strengths.  
at +250°F are:  
This applies 
The allowable s t r e s s e s  
F' - 50,000 x . 8 5  = 42,500 psi  
63,000 x . 8 5  = 53,500 psi  
The factors  of safety used in this study were 1 .1  on yield 
t Y  
- 
=;u 
strength and 1 . 4  on ultimate strength.  
to the elevated temperature  allowables: 
Applying these  factors  of safety 
F" - 
- 53, 500/1.4 = 38, 200 ps i  tensi le  ult imate 
42, 500/1.1 = 38, 600 psi  tensile yield 
t Y 
tu 
It is apparent then that ultimate strength values will control the design 
of the structural  members .  
psi  was used i n  the reported s t r e s s  analyses .  
were multiplied by 1.4,  the ultimate load factor of safety,  to obtain the 
maximum ultimate load values.  
The ultimate tensile s t r e s s  value of 53, 500 
The limit load values  
In addition to allowable ten s i le  s t r e s s e s ,  allowable crippling 
sbressesandcolumn s t r e s s e s  were used in  the analyses  of the var ious 
pr imary structural  members .  
. 
f 
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The crippling stress indicates the compressive s t r e s s  level 
at which local instability will occur. 
o r  a portion thereof, may become unstable when the cr i t ical  crippling 
level is attained. 
fixity, length, thickness and tangent modulus In equation fo rm the 
cr i t ical  crippling s t r e s s  is; F = KEt(t/b) . 
This equation is  not applicable to c i rcular  c r o s s  sections. 
The ent i re  member c r o s s  section, 
The cr i t ical  crippling s t r e s s  is a function of end 
2 
cc 
Data on the s t ress -s t ra in  and tangent modulus curves  of 2219- 
T87 aluminum alloy was not available. 
for the cr i t ical  crippling s t r e s s ,  the tangent modulus curve for 2024-T4 
aluminum alloy given in MIL-HDBK-5, March 1961, w a s  used. The 
results a r e  shown in Figure A-1. 
To obtain approximate values 
The allowable short  columnstress  used is given by Reynolds 
Metals Company "Structural Aluminum Design Handbook", 1964 and is; 
KL F = 62,100 -506 - 
C r 
where 
K = column end fixity constant 
L = column length 
r = c ross  section radius of gyration 
I 
To reflect  the 15 70 reduction experienced for the allowable 
tensile stresses at elevated temperature,  the above equation w a s  modified 
as shown below 
- 62,100 (.85) -506 - KL 
52,800 -506 - 
C r 
F 
KL 
r 
- 
For  long columns the Euler column equation w a s  used. 
A. 2 LOADS ANALYSIS 
The loading conditions for the unloading and tiedown system 
a r e  specified in  Section 5.3.1.  
tiedown system wi l l  occur a t  the t ime of the LEM/T landing on the lunar 
surface.  The deceleration limit loadings expected at this t ime are  8 
ear th  g's acting vertically and horizontally. The deceleration loads 
may ac t  separately o r  in combination along each axis.  The cr i t ical  . 
loadings for the unloading equipment will occur during the unloading 
operation. 
The cr i t ical  loads for the MOLAB 
The MOLAB earth weight (not including the unloading equipment) 
was assumed to be 6500 pounds. 
load at the t ime of LEM/T landing equal to 6500 x 8 x 1 . 4  = 72,800 
pounds. 
MOLAB to the LEM/T.  
of safety. 
This weight produces a total ultima€e 
This load must  be ca r r i ed  by the tiedown system used to secu re  
The 1.4 value used above is the ultimate factor 
I 
\ 
The MOLAB lunar weight equals 6500 divided by 6 o r  1083 
pounds. A factor of 1 . 3  was used f o r  the unloading equipment s t ruc ture  
to account for dynamic loadings during the unloading operation. 
the use  of the 1.4 ultimate factor  of safety, the total MOLAB loading 
becomes, 1083 x 1 . 3  x 1 . 4  = 1972 pounds. 
by the unloading equipment during the unloading operation. 
. 
With 
This load must  be  ca r r i ed  
To determine the weight of each of the major  components of 
the unloading sys tems,  s t r e s s  analyses were conducted and the compo- 
nents chosen on the bas i s  of what w a s  considered to be cr i t ical  loadings. 
Calculations for  the cr i t ical  s t r e s ses ,  weight and margin of safety 
wi l l  be  shown on the ensuing pages,  
c 
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APPENDIX B 
!LOAD AND STRESS CALCULATIONS FOR THE FOUR WHEEL 
VEHICLE UNLOADING & TIEDOWN SYSTEMS 
Analyses a r e  presented in this section for the major  s t ructural  
components of the unloading and tiedown system for  the four wheel ve-  
hicle. 
the cr i t ical  loadings a r e  included in this Appendix for the following items: 
The cr i t ical  loading conditions and the s t r e s s  calculations for 
e MOLAB Tiedown Struts 
e Stationary Ring 
e Unloading Tracks 
e Pivot B eams 
0 Pivot Beam Cross Members 
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NAME O F  PART - MOLAB TIEDOWN STRUTS 
LOADS ANALYSIS 
Eight MOLAB tiedown s t ru ts  a r e  used in  four pa i r s  to ,secure 
The s t ru ts  are also bolted to the MOLAB to the LEM/T c r o s s  beams. 
the vehicle chassis  fittings at 4 common points. 
loads analysis a r e  shown for  a pair  of tiedown s t ru ts  in Figure B-1. 
The applied u l t i m t e  loads of 47, 600 and 19,500 pounds w e r e  obtained 
by applying a limit load factor of 8 vertically and horizontally to the 
MOLAB vehicle. The resulting maximum s t ru t  loads were  obtained 
by superposing the resulting ver t ical  and horizontal loads. A t r u s s  
analysis for the s t ru ts  was performed to obtain the maximum compres-  
sive load of 46,200 pounds. 
The resul ts  of the 
A short  column s t r e s s  analysis was required to s ize  the c r o s s  
section of the tubular s t ruts .  
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NAME OF PART: MOLAB Tiedown Struts  
4 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
47, 600 lbs  
Centerline Strut 
(L = 21 inches) 
\ 
t 
17.5 
1 f 2 3 .  6, 100 )5)600 lb  lbs 
9, 200 lbs  38, 4001 lbs 
FIGURE B-1 SELECTED SECTION 
Type: Circular Tube, 3. 0 OD x 1 / 8  W a l l ,  Weight = w = 1.366 lbs / f t  
Section Modulus = Z = 
Moment of Inertia = I = 1.169 in4 
I 779 in3 Area  = A = 1. 129in2 
Radius of Gyration = r = 1.01 7 i n  
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
Maximum Axial Load = Pma, = 46,200 lbs  Compression 
P 
Axial Stress = fa =- = 41.0 ksi 
A 
Allowable Stress ,  Fa = 52. 8 - . 5 0 6  = 52.8 - 506(21)= 43.3 ksi 
r 1.129 
, 
-v 
c 
Crit ical  Margin of Safety = M. 1 
41.0/43.3 
= . 0 6  
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Name of P a r t  - Stationary Ring 
LOADS ANALYSIS 
The stationary ring is 101.0 inches in diameter and i s  secured 
to the LEMIT c r o s s  beams.  Four pa i r s  of ro l le rs ,  attached to the pivot 
beam, use the stationary ring. as a c i rcular  t rack  for turntable rotation 
of MOLAB. The cr i t ical  loading fo r  the stationary ring occurs  when 
the MOLAB weight of 1972 pounds ac ts  a t  the pivot point, 
is shared by the two pivot beams resulting in  986 pounds acting at the 
pivot end of the pivot beam. 
pounds a re  shown in Figure B-2. 
This load 
The reacting roller loads of 2231 and 1245 
1 A concentrated load analysis was  made for the stationary 
ring using the ultimate load of 2231 pounds. 
midspan bending (ring supported at  LEM/T c r o s s  beams)  including 
secondary bending of the channel sectional due to torsional momenta,  
The concentrated load was the most  cr i t ical  and the ring section was  
sized for this loading. 
The ring was  checked for 
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NAME OF PART: Stationary Ring 
1 Pivot Point Hanger 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
I 
1245 lbs  c 
2231 1bsL- 68 .--A 
Channel Section 
2.72 x 1 . 4 ~ .  36
1245 lb  
Stationary Ring . SELECTED SECTION FIGURE B-2 
Type - Ring - Channel Cross  Section 
Section Modulus = Z = 1.39 in3 
Moment of Inertia = I = 1. 64 i n  4 
Weight 
Area  
Radius of Gyration = r = . 972 i n  
= w = 2.08 lbs/f t  
= A = 1.73 in2 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
Maximum Roller Load = Pmax = 2231 lbs 
bending SLress = fb =3.P = 52.5 ksi, 
t2 
Cri t ical  Margin of Safety = M. S. = 1 - 1  
52. 5/53. 5 
I' 
= .02 
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NAME O F  PART - Unloading Tracks - 4 Wheel Vehicle 
LOADS ANALYSIS 
The chassis  unloading t racks  were analyzed using a moving 
lead analysis to establish the maximum t rack  moment as MOLAB moves 
down the t racks.  
was used to s i ze  the t racks.  With two t racks and 4 chassis  ro l le rs  the 
weight on each roller i s ,  1972/4 = 493 pounds. The maximum moment 
for the t racks occurs  when the front wheels are 100 inches f rom the f r ee  
end of the t rack ( see  Figure B-3).  
zontal during the unloading process .  
(approximately 870 increase in  load) since the t rack  wi l l  always be  in- 
clined from the horizontal unless the t rack  f r ee  ends are  actually r e s t -  
ing on a hill of the precise  height required to maintain a horizontal 
t rack position. 
analyses to determine the most  cr i t ical  t rack  attitude. 
attitude analyzed, including nonuniform rol ler  weight distribution, 
produced track loads higher than were realized with uniform rol ler  
loadings on horizontal t racks .  
The MOLAB weight of 1972 pounds ( see  Appendix A) 
The t rack  was assumed to be  hori-  
This approach is conservative 
This assumption does se rve  to eliminate long and tedious 
No other t rack  
. 
4 
't 
NAME OF PART: Unloading Tracks - Four  Wheel Vehicle 
493 lbs  
V 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
t-- 240 4
Lunar Surface LEM/ T 
FIGURE B-3 
SELECTED SECTION 
Type - Rectangular Tube 
Section Modulus = Z = .88 i n  
Moment of Inertia = I = 2. 12 in  
3 
4 
Weight = w = 1. 24 lbs/f t  
A r e a  = A = 1.01 in  
Radius of Gyration.= r = 1.44 i n  
. 
2 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 41,300 in-lbs @ B 
Bending Stress = fb =- M = 47 Ksi 
Z 
f 
= . 14 
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NAME O F  PART - Pivot Beam 
LOADS ANALYSIS 
The pivot point for the unloading t racks is secured to the LEM/ 
T c r o s s  beams through the use of a pivot beam. 
condition for the pivot beam occurs  when the MOLAB weight of 1972 
pounds (see Appendix A )  ac ts  at the pivot point. 
the maximum ultimate moment will occur at point B. 
The crit ical  loading 
A s  shown in Figure B-4 
. 
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NAME OF PART: Pivot Beam 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
34 -- 34 ?" 
1244 lbs 
Pivot Point 2230 lbs 
Note: Points B and C a r e  turntable rol ler  contact points with 
stationary ring. 
FIGURE B-4 
SELECTED SECTION 
c 
Type - Circular Tube, 4 1 / 4  OD, 1/811 wall, 
Section Modulus = Z = 1. 623 in3 
Moment of Inertia = I = 3.449 in4 
Weight = w = 1. 960 lbs / f t  
Area  = A = 1. 620 in2 
Radius of Gyration = r = 1.459 i n  
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 84, 900 in-lbs @ B 
M 
Z 
Bending St ress  = fb = - = 52.2 Ksi 
= .025 
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NAME'OF PART: Pivot Beam Cross  Member 
LOADS ANALYSIS 
. 
The pivot beam c r o s s  members  constrain the unlbading t lacks  
from twisting and separating during MOLAB unloading. 
members  a r e  loaded in axial compression and bending as a resul t  of 
the MOLAB cg offset  (5 .0  diameter)  and the 1 8 O  inclination of the cargo 
deck. 
The c r o s s  
The moment on each c r o s s  member i e :  II 
1972 = 16,200 in-lbs. 2 
M =  - 1972 x 45 sin 18O t 2 . 5  x 
The axial compressive load on each c r o s s  member is 
P = -sin 1972 1 8 O  = 305 lbs .  
2 
The pivot beam assembly reacts  with the lower flange of the 
stationary ring a t  points A and C. This flange is  secured to  (and rein-  
forced by) the LEM/T c r o s s  beams. The pivot beam assembly a l so  
reacts  with the upper flange of the stationary ring at points B and D. 
It is  assumed in  this analysis that the assembly is  fixed at points A 
and C and free at  points B and D as shown in Figure B-5. 
The axial compression load required a column analysis and 
the long column formulas were  indicated. Allowing for  15% reduction 
in  strength at  t 250°F, the allowable compressive s t r e s s ,  Fa = 9.4 Ksi.. 
I The loads and s t r e s s  analyses for  the pivot beam c ross  members  a re  
102 
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NAME OF PART: Pivot Beam Cross  Member 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
5. 0 Dia cg Shift 
\ 
LEM/T I 
253 lbs 2l 
. 
FIGURE B-5 
SELECTED SECTION 
Type - Circular  Tube, 2 .0  OD, 1/8"  W a l l  
Section Modulus = Z = , 3 2 5  in3 
Moment of Iner t ia  = I = ,325  in4 
Weight = w = . 891 lbs/ft  
Area  = A  = .736 in  
Radius of Gyration = r = . 664 in 
2 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 16,200 in- lbs  @ A, and C 
Maximum Axial Load = Pmax = 305 lbs Compression 
2 Bending S t r e s s  = fb =M = 49.8 &si,  Axial S t r e s s  = fa = = 413 lbs/in 
Z A 
1 Cri t ical  Margin of Safety = M. S .  - -1 
= . 03 
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APPENDIX G 
LOAD AND STRESS CALCULATIONS 
FOR THE SIX WHEEL VEHICLE 
UNLOADING SYSTEMS 
This appendix presents the stress analysis of the pr imary  
structural  elements used in the unloading systems developed fo r  the 
six wheel semiarticulated vehicle. 
The t rack  cr i t ical  loading (shown in Figure C-1) was de te r -  
mined f r o m  a moving loads analysis. This crikical loading was considered 
to occut; when the LEM/T deck was inclined 13 
had a 5 upward slope. 
between the track and a horizontal and hence, the maximum normal  
load component producing bending in the t rack.  
and the lunar surface 
This condition resulted in the minimum angle 
The same loading condition shown in Figure G-1  w a s  considered 
to be cri t ical  for  the multiazimuth wheel t rack  system. 
The cr i t ical  loading condition for the multiazimuth wheel t rack  
system positioning ring is shown in Figure C-3. 
of four (4) loads applied by the t rack housing ro l le rs  and eight (8) r e -  
acting loads supplied by the L E M / T  pr imary s t ructure .  
The loading consists 
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NAME OF PART: 1 and 2 Direction System Wheel Tracks 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
t 
369 lbs 
260 lbs 
LEM/T 7 
I 
478 lbs /4 6r '+" 112 +I r 
Lunar Surface GTCTTRF: r.,l 
SELECTED SECTION 
Type: Flanged Truss  Core Plate 
Section Modulus = Z = 1.00 in3 
Moment of Inertia = I = 2. 05 in4 
SECT B-B 
2 Area  = A = 2.385 in  
STRESS ANALYSIS (Critical Stress) 
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 38, 500 in-lbs @ A 
Maximum Shear Load = Vmax = 478 lbs 
Bending S t r e s s  = fb = M = 53, 000 lbs/ in  2 
Z 
Shear  S t ress  = fs = 8700 lbs/in2 Deflection @ A = 17 i n  
Ib 
Allowable Crippling S t ress  = F,, = 42, 600 lb/ in2 
1 -1 = .  11 Cri t ical  Margin of Safety = M.S. 
- 
(Axial Tension) 
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NAME O F  PART: Multiazimuth System Wheel Tracks  
t = , 0 3 2  . 0 8  
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
t 
SELECTED SECTION 
~ 
Type: Truss  Core Sandwich Plate  
Moment of Inertia = I = 3 .  61 in4 
Weight = w = 4. 79  lbs/f t  
Area = A = 3. 98 in  2 Section Modulus = Z = 1. 29 in  3 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Cri t ical  S t ress )  
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 38, 500 in-lbs 
Maximum Shear Load = Vmax = 478 lbs 
M Bending St ress  = fb = - 
Z 
2 2 9 ,  800 lb/in2 
Shear Stress  = f s  = - VQ = 710 lbs/ in2 Deflection @ A = 10 in. 
Ib 
Allowable Crippling S t ress  = Fcc = 38, 600 lbs / in2  
4. 
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NAME O F  PART: Multiazimuth Wheel Track  Positioning Ring 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
LEM/ T Structure 
FIGURE C-3 
SELECTED SECTION 
Al l  loads a r e  normal  to  
the plane of the paper.  
0 - Applied Loads = 493 lbs 
Q - Reacting Loads = 155 lbs  
Type: Flanged Channel Weight = w = 2. 95 lbs / f t  
Section Modulus = Z = ,717 in3 
Moment of Inertia = I = . 3 6 8  in4 
Area  = A = 2.423 in2 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress)  
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 36,571 in-lbs @ A 
Maximum Shear Load = Vmax = 9391 lbs. 
Maximum Twisting Moment = Tmax = 445 in/ lbs  
Bending S t r e s s  = fb = = 51, 000 l b s / in  2 
Z 
Shear  S t r e s s  = f s  = = 19, 900 lbs/in2 
Ib 
Torsional Shear S t ress  = f s  = - T C = 3400 lbs / in  2 
K 
 
Critical  Margin of Safety = M. S. 
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. The crit ical  t rack loading for the multiazimuth one, and two 
direction chassis  t rack  systems was determined in the same  manner 
a s  was used for the wheel t rack  systems,  i. e . ,  by moving loads analysis.  
The track loading and margin of safety is the same for each of the chassis  
t rack  systems. The crit ical  loading condition is  shown in F igure  C-4. 
t 
The pivot beam crit ical  loading condition for the multiazimuth 
system is  shown in Figure C-5. 
The crit ical  loading on spoke member used in the hub assembly r )  
is  shown in Figure C-6. 
beams from the spokes. 
These loads resul t  from supporting the pivot 
The crit ical  loading for the hub assembly rotating shaft is 
shown in Figure C-7. 
spoke members .  
of the moment vectors shown. 
These loads a r e  transmitted to the shaft via the 
The maximum moment w a s  found to be the resultant 
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NAME OF PART: Multiazimuth, one and two Direction Chassis Tracks  
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
Y 
Pivot Beam 
FIGURE C-4 
SELECTED SECTION 
ry 
Weight = w = 1 .  02 lbs/f t  
Area  = A = . 84 in 2 3 Type: Channel Section Modulus = Z = 1.34 in  
Moment of Inertia = I = 2.48 in4 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
b 
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 41,400 in-lbs @ A 
Maximum Shear Load = VmaX - 496 lbs 
Bending St ress  = fb =- = 30, 700 lbs/in2, M 
Z 
Shear S t ress  = f s  -- va - 500 lbs/in2, Deflection @ A = 14. 6 in. 
Ib 
Allowable Crippling S t ress  = Fcc = 35,400 lbs/in2 
1 
- 1 = . 1 5  Cri t ical  Margin of Safety = M. S. 
NAME OF PART: Multiazimuth Chassis Track  Pivot Beam 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
1 I- iO3. .i-TfSpoke Reactiolfs 
5385 lbs 44 0 lbs 
FIGURE C-5 
SELECTED SECTION 
Type: Flanged Channel Weight = w = 3. 7 lbs/ft 
Section Modulus = Z = 1.. 92 i n  
Moment of Inertia = I = 3. 778 in  
Area  = A = 3.05 in2 
4 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress)  
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 102, 000 in-lbs @I A 
Maximum Shear Load = Vmax = 5,385 lbs. 
M 2 Bending St ress  = fb = 
Shear S t ress  = f s  = - vQ - 2940 lbs/ in2 
= 53000 lbs / in  
Ib  
Crit ical  Margin of Safety = M. S. = 
(Axial Tension) - 1 =.Ol 
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NAME OF PART: Multiazimuth Chassis T rack  Hub Assembly Spoke 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
1 
i 
5385 lbs 44,OO lbs 
985 lbs  
FIGURE C-6 
SELECTED SECTION 
Type: W i d e  Flange Section Weight = w= 3. 11 lbs / f t  
Section Modulus = Z = 2.375 in3 
Moment of Inertia = I = 4.75 in4 
2 Area  = A = 2. 56 in  
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress)  
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 118,000 i n  -1bs @ A 
Maximum Shear Load = Vmax = 5385 lbs 
Bending St ress  = fb = 
Z 
Shear  Stress = f s  = - VQ 
= 49,700 lbs/ in2 
= 2760 lbs/in2 
Ib 
Critical  Margin of Safety = M. S. = 1 
a S 
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NAME O F  PART: Hub Assembly Rotating Shaft 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
I 
._ Centerline of 
R Spokes 
Moment Ve c t o r I Due to Loading Resultant Max. Moment 
Ro 
Shaft 
SELECTED SECTION 
Shaft ICross Section 
FIGURE C-7 
Type: Hollow Tube Weight = w = 4.4 lbs / f t  
Section Modulus = Z = 4.22 in  3 
Moment of Inertia = I = 10. 55 in4 
2 Area  = A = 3.73 i n  
Radius of Gyration = r = 1.68  i n  
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  S t r e s s )  
. -  
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 221, 000 in-lbs @ A 
Maximum Axial Load = Pmax = 197 0 lbs  
k 
1 
Crit ical  Margin of Safety = M. S. = - 1 = .019 
t (Axial C ompr e s si on) 
F C  
& 
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The pivot beams used f o r  the one and two direction chassis  
track unloading systems were considered to be continuous beams over 
four supports. These systems differ f rom the multiazimuth system in 
that repositioning of the pivot beams is not required to complete the 
MOLAB unloading. Stationary pivot beams then, permit the use of 
vertical  support s t ru ts  and diagonal tension members ,  a s  opposed to 
the single center support for  the multiazimuth system. 
direction chassis  t rack system pivot beam 
Figure C -8. 
The one and two 
crit ical  loading is shown in 
The MOLAB tiedown structure used consists of vertical  s t ru ts  
and diagonal tension members .  
ponents while the diagonal members  react the horizontal load component. 
The crit ical  s t rut  loading is shown in Figure C-9 for the combined 8 g 
vertical  and horizontal landing shock factor.  
The s t ru ts  react  the vertical  load com- 
c 
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NAME OF PART: 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
One and Two Direction Chassis Track  Pivot Beam 
985 lbs  
A 
I 
3 9  39 - 58 4 
FIGURE C-8 
SELECTED SECTION 
Type: Flanged Channel Weight = w = 1. 02 lbs/f t  
Section Modulus = Z = 1. 34 in3 
Moment of Inertia = I = 2.48 in4 
Area = A = . 84 in2 
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  S t ress )  
i 
4 
Maximum Moment = Mmax = 57, 000 in-lbs 
Maximum Shear Load = Vmax = 985 lbs 
Bending St ress  = fb = 
Shear S t r e s s  = f s  = 
= 42,400 lbs/ in2 z .  
2 = 540 lbs / in  
Ib 
Crit ical  Margin of Safety = M. S. - - 1 = .265  
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NAME OF PART: Tiedown System Strut 
CRITICAL LOADING CONDITION 
Max. Load Occurs on 
Struts 1, 2, 3 or  4 
t 
16 
1 
25, 500 r 
f25, 500, 
SELECTED SECTION 
FIGURE C-9 
Type: Hollow Tube Weight = w = . 981 lbs/f t  
Section Modulus = Z = .420 in  
Moment of Inertia = I = .473 in4 
A r e a  = A = . 834 in2 
Radius of Gyration = r = . 753 i n  
STRESS ANALYSIS (Crit ical  Stress) 
Maximum Axial Load = Pmax = 25, 500 lbs 
Axial S t r e s s  = fa =E 
A 
Allowable Column St ress  = F, = 42, 300 lbs / in  
2 = 30, 600 lbs / in  
2 
- 1 = * 3 8  
Crit ical  Margin of Safety = M. S. I 
F c  Fb FS 
c 
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